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SCSU students in
Alnwick attend
Diana's funeral
by Carrie Schmidt
COPY EDITOR

Shortly after their arrival in
England, SCSU students studying
there were immersed into a side of
British culture they never could
have expected.
In the days following the Aug.
3 I death of Diana, Princess of
Wales, SCSU students studying
abroad have watched and joined
England - and the rest of the
world - in mourning the death of
a royal woman who had come to be
known as the people's princess.
Of the 62 students in the SCSU
British studies program, 47
attended the procession and
observed the funeral of Princess
Diana on Sept. 6. The group took a
six-hour bus trip to the outskirts of
London, then took a subway to the
city, arriving three and a half hours
before the actuaJ procession began.
During the funeral they joined
thousands of mourners watching
the events on large-screen
televisions in Hyde Park.
Merton
Thompson,
the
program's academic director,
accompanied the students. The
mood was very somber before the
procession even began, he said.
"I had been a little nervous
about the press and aixmt being part
of such a large group. I was afraid
of a mob scene," Thompson said.
"But that was not the case.
People were extremely quiet. If
there was conversation, voices
were kept low," he-said.
Natalie Prescher, sophomore,
said the whole day was very
emotional.

Prescher said of Princess Diana,
"She was a strong woman, a strong
role model, especially for women.
Her death was tragic and it could
have been prevented. But no matter
how Diana died, there would have
been the same outpouring."
The most touching part of the
funeral, she said, was when Elton
John sang the specially re-written
version of his song, "Candle in the
Wind."
Thompson agreed, adding that
Earl Spencer's speech was also
incredibly touching.
"During the procession, as the
casket went by, pulled by horses,
people were openly crying. There
was not a person around who
wasn't crying. Men, women and
children were crying, right down to
the core," Thompson said.
Kelli Hentges, junior, said the
students she was with were about
10 feet from the procession. "It was
a pretty unbelievable experience,"
she said.
Hentges and a group of about
10 others decided to sit in the park
and listen to the funeral rather than
watching the televisions.
"I just laid there .on the grass.
staring at the cloods and listening,"
she recalled. "We were all together,
quiet, expressing our thoughts. We
kept saying, 'We can't believe we're

here."'
During the funeral, mourners
around Hyde Park shared a
moment of silence with the friends
and family inside Westminster
Abbey and people around the
world.
·

Go TO DIANA, PAGE 9 •
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Mike Leis.ner, director of Elijah Street Ministries, speaks Sept. 8 on the Atwood Mall, which
angers some students. UPS, as well as the St. Cloud Police, were called later regarding an

Speakers' rights ?
Open-air preaching on mall
outrages some students
Eric 5. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

SCSU's Atwood Mall served as a platfonn Sept. 8
for two individuals who exercised their right to the
First Amendment, which became law in 1791.
More than 200 years later, this constitlltional
amendment still causes controversy.
The First Amendment guarantees freedom of
religion, of speech, and of the press, the right of
peaceable assembly and the right to petition the
government for a redress of grievances.
Mike Leisner, director of Elijah Street Ministries.
and Rick Bradley, a professor at Ukraine State

Un~versity, came to the Atwood Mall on Monday for
open-air preaching and to express their right to the
First Amendment.
"Open-air preaching is the best way to reach a
whole bunch of people at once," Leisner said. 'The
purpose behind this is to stimulate people to read the
Bible."
SCSU is not the only campus Leisner has been to.
He has visited others such as the University of
Minncsot.t-Duluth, North Dakota State University and
Mankato State University.
While Leisner preached, an account of a physical
altercation between a student and one of the speakers
was reported to University Public Safety. The St.
Cloud Police Department was called to deal with the
incident.

Go TO SPEAKERS, PAGE 9 •

College receives additional financial aid
by Kristin Albrecht

the 1997 Legislature appropriated $233 million
for state grant and work study programs for the
biennium beginning July I. An enhancement of
$42 million was added for the State Grant
SCSU was awarded a substantial increase in Program and about $5 million in enhancements
financial aid from the Minnesota Legislature for for the Child Care Grant Program and the State
the 1997-98 school year.
Work Study Program in the next two years.
Work study received the Ia'rgest increase in
Robert K. Poch, director of MHESO, said
aidfromthestate.Forthe 1997fiscalyearwhich that the increase of financial aid and
started on July I, SCSU received $658, 200. For appropriations for public higher education
the 1998 fiscal year SCSU received $736,500. systems will hold down tuition increases and
This is an increase of $78,300.
strengthen access for Minnesotans.
Director of Financial Aid Frank Loncorich
'The increased state funding for financial aid
said with state work study there is an inStitutional will enable Minnesotans to continue as a national
match.
leader in its historical commitment to
" If a student is working on the state work educational opportunity for all Minnesota
study program, 75 percent of their wages will be residents," Poch said.
paid from this appropriation and 25 percent will
Minnesota, for many years, ranked among
be paid by institutional funds," Lol1.corich said. the top six or seven states in the amount of need"The $736,500 comes significantly more based dollars to students, according to the
because of the matched appropriation."
MHESO newsletter.• In th-e 1995-96 fiscal year
According to the Minnesota Higher · Minnesota was ranked sixth behind five states
Education Services Office (MHESO) newsletler, with larger populations. The state ranks in the top
CO-NEWS EDITOR
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Every Thursday on the

e·

Atwood Mall
community
members and
studenrr.
gather to
•

share poetry

,

.,.• ,

-

and facts about sexual
violence and abuse.
Those participating wear
black and move to the
beat of a drum . .

>»»See story page 17

five in dollars awarded J)Cr college-age
population and per full-time student.
At SCSU another change for the financial aid .
department is the increase in wages for state
work study.
Starting Aug. I the wages
increased from $5.25 to $5.50.
"In theory the student will work a little bit less
to earn the same amount of money," Loncorich
said.
Loncorich said normally when the
appropriation is held constant and the wage is
raised you reduce the hours students can work.
Because of the increase in appropriation he said
SCSU should be able to accommodate the wage
increase and perhaps add a few more students to
the payroll.
•
The Minnesota Legislature gave $450,000 to
campuses to help offset increases in the federal
minimum wage increase and $2 million used to
support new students.

Go ro FINANCIAL AID, PAGE 9 •
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CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY BRIEI:S
Female assaulted near .
Education Building

W.W. Holes, called in the complaint of excessive noise at 6:C¾
p.m.

·A woman was grabbed and thrown to the ground near the
Education Building around 1:30 a.m. Sept. 2. She was not

forced to move inside the house to finish entertaining. Acacia
was just re-instated as a university organization this summer
and will be on probation for the remainder of the school year.
Nelson said he attempted to obtain a permit from the City
of St. Cloud to block off the street in front of Acacia, but was
denied.
.
•
In separate incidents, three alcohol violations were given
out the sru:ne evening on campus. None were found to be
related to the police's response to the excessive noise at
Acacia.

According .
to
fraternity
president
Dominic Nelson, no citation was written, but the bands were

hurt.

UPS put out a crime alert, posting signs on building doors,
alerting the campus community to the attack.
The woman was walking from N-lot toward the residence
halls, when she was whistled at. As she started ?,'alking faster,
a man grabbed her an"d threw her tO the ground. She screamed
and the man, described as a white male about 6-feet tall,
wearing a white T-shirt and jeans, ran away.

Police called to Acacia
On Sept. 3, the St. Cloud Police Department responded to
a report of excessive noise at the Acacia fraternity house.
Live bands were playing on the yard of the Acacia house,
located at 398 4th St. Val Weiss, the residence hall director of

TODAY
Wallace Hartley and
the Titanics - Monday
Night Live
10 p.m. on KVSC and
simulcast on UTVS.

'Permaprose' art
exhibit
Sept. 15 to Oct. 8. Arthur
Apissomian's WPermaprose"
will be on display in Atwood

Gallery.

TUESDAY
Career Services ice
cream social
3 p.m. Atwood Little
Theater. Learn how Career
Services can help you. The
presentation wilt be followed·
by an ice-cream social.

Janis Figure
8 p.m. The Quarry.

Janis
Figure performs as part of

the weekly "Spotlight."

THURSDAY
"Kolya" - International
film series
7 p.m. in Atwood Little

Theater. "Kolya," part of the
International Film Series.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, M~ 56301-4498.

Index
News ...

Two men escaped after a chase on the South Side ended
with the suspects fleeing on foot and a sheriff's car being hit
Saturday.

STATE

Miss Illinois
crowned Miss
America
Miss Illinois Katherine Snindle,
an aspiring actress who works as a
dance-hall janitor in exchange for
permission of lessons, was
crowned Miss America 1998 in
Atlantic eity, New Jersey on
Saturday night.
Shindle was among three of five
fina1ists who chose to wear twopiece swimsuits, one of several
changes intended to lure TV
viewers back to the ratings-starved
pageant. Two-piece suits had not
been allowed in 50 years.
The first runner-up was Miss
North Carolina "Michelle Warren

16YFARSAGO..,
Underground tunnels at SCSU
were forced to close due to safety
code violations following an
inspection by St. Cloud Fire
Inspector Sy Adelman and Assistant
Inspector Doug Brix.
Upgrading the tunnels 10 meet
1981 Life Safety Code standards
would have cost approximately
$200,000.
Unprotected steam pipes were
the foremost safety hazard. To meet
codes, the pipes would have tO be
removed or covered so that ruptures
would not endanger students.
The Stewan Hall-Mitchell Hall
system was built in 1959; the
Steams Hall.Holes Hall tunnels
opened in 1965.
Other
ilnprovements . are
internally lighted exit signs and
emergency lighting in all tunnels.

CORRECTIONS
University

Chronicle

will
correct errors occurring in its pages.
If you believe you have found an
error, call 255-4086.

"Monday Night Live," a 1997 finalist for the Minnesota
Music Awards, started its sixth full broadcast season Sept. 8.
The program will soon be featured on St. Paul Cable
Access channel 33.

& NATION BRIEFS

and the second runner-up was Miss
Mississippi Myra Barginear. Miss
Arizona Stacey Momeyer and Miss
California Rebekah •Ann Keller
rounded QUI the top five.
Shindle, 20, is a five-foot-11inch senior at Northwestern
University. She hugged Warren and
broke into 1ears when host John
Callahan announced her name at
the end of the nationally televised
77th annual pageant.
Miss America 1997 Tara Dawn
Holland put the crown on her head,
walked down the runway as
Holland sang the traditional 'There
She Is."'
Shindle, who majors in theater
and sociOlogy, Sang "Don't Rain
On My Parade" for her talent
offering.
She is in line for a $40,000
scholarship and more than

$100,000 in appearance fees during
her 20,000-mile-a-month natiOnai
speaking tour.

Home video of the crash
showed a piece of the aircraft
breaking off right before the jet
went into a slow, flat spin and
crashed.

Stealth fighter
Fire blazes out
crashes into
Maryland houses of conµ-ol in
An F-117 stealth fighter broke
apart during an air show and
crashed into two houses shortly
after takeoff Sunday, leaving both
in flames and at least four people
injured on the ground.
The pilot ejected safely and was
not hurt. Fire officials say the plane
went down shonly after 3 p.m. and
crashed into two houses at a condomarina complex on Chesapeake
Bay, a suburb northeast of
Baltimore

California
A fire blazed out of control
Sunday in the San Gabriel
Mountains after destroying 13
homes and cabins, and hundreds of
people had been evacuated.
The blaze was only five percent
contained Sunday, a day after news
it broke out, and it was threatening
Running Springs, a community
about 70 miles northeast of Los
Angeles.
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KVSC's 'Monday Night Live'
enters sixth year

Two suspects sought in
chase on South Side

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

A Stearns County police officer attempted to pull over the
two suspects, described as black men in their 20's, at 2: 15 p.m.
at Ninth Avenue and Tenth Street South after the car ran a red
light.
After the officer attempted to approach the car, the
suspects drove off and the officer followed them for five or six
blocks.
The police car was hit by another car in an alley, but no one
was injured. Meanwhile, the suspects clitched the car and fled
on foot.
The ,passenger in the suspect's car dumped an automatic
weapon in a dumpster as he fled, while officers found two
magazioes of ammunition in the car.
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.Airport safety focus of.NASA grant
by Mandy Jackson

came from a grant to SCSU from NASA's

......CO-NEWS EDITOR

Langley Research Center in Hamptorl., Va.,
Rankin said. Rankin has been working on this
project since Apri l of 1996.
·
Rankin said he is waiting on approval for
another grant from NASA a1 Langley to
continue working on the controller intetface
for the next two years. The grant will pay for
two or three electrical engineering students
and one or two aviation students to help with
the project as weil.
Two SCSU electrical engineering students
participated in the Langley Aerospace
Research Summer Scholars program from
June 2.to Aug. 12. 'Seniors Ross Weber and
Robert Wimmer spent 10 weeks at Langley
with 120other students from across the U.S.
Weber and Wimmer were chosen out of

Members of an SCSU research team are
working on a project to improve airport
safety..
Jim Rankin, chair of the Electrical
Engineering department, and Pat Mattson,
professor of aviation, with the help of a few
electrical engineering and aviation students,
have been working on building a controller
interface for aircraft.
Rankin and some electrical engineering
students have been working on the computer

programming for the controller interface.
Rankin said Mattson helps with the controller
interface by contributing his experience as an
air traffic controller.
The funding for the controller intetface

Omni3000
an aid to
hearing and

600 other students II'> participate in LARSS.
The feQuirements for participation are having
a GPA of 3.0 or higher and being a junior,
senior or first year graduate student, as well
as a U.S. citizen. Resumes and applicadons
are sent to ditTi.rent researchers to pick
matches for the program.
Weber and Wimmer are not the first SCSU
students to participate in the LARSS
program. Carrieann Kowalke was at Langley
last summer, and two students participated
the summer before that, according to Rankin.
Rankin said that NASA has been
interested in SCSU students because their
background in their field is good and they arc
hard workers.
Weber said he and Wimmer worked
mostly on computer programming for the

controller intetface and on other computer
programming assignments at Langley.
~
The project is part of Tenninal Area
Pnxluctivity (fAP) to make airports more
productive and safer," Wimmer said.
The controller intetface is for the Low
Visibility Landing and Sutface ·operations
project for NASA which is part of TAP.
The main goal of the creatiou of the
controller interface is to improve efficiency at
airports, Rankin Said. The controller intetface
wilf al!ow aircraft to land on parrallel
runways at the same time and to fly from
airport 10 airport instead of the current flight
traffic patterns, he said.

GIFT OF A FLOWER
. WILD GEESE

visually

impaired
by John Hill
SCSU's Leaming Resource
Center recently acquired the Omni
3000, a scanner and reader which
will allow visual and_ hearing
impaired students access to any
scanable infonnation in the li~rary.
Renee Rude, assistant professor
and reference librarian, said the
Omni 3000 wi ll serve numerous
functions and allow for easy access
to infonnation for many students.
'This machine can display
contents of any page," Rude said,
"Including graphics and text, and
will provide the reader with various
aids from enlarging to read-aloud
functions."
Once the text is on screen, there
are several options available.
"There are many different
voices ranging from low to high,"
Rude said. ''The user can place the
curser anywhere on the page and it
will begin to read at their desired
speed."
Joyce Koshiol, office manager
of Student Disability Services, said
many people worked on the project.
"We had graduate assistants,
faculty and other staff members all
working on this grant," she said.
Rude said much of the credit
should go to Sandy Musil, who was
a graduate assistant for SOS last
year.
"Sandy came to us with
information on the system and
worked for over a y'ear to · receive
the grant and ultimately the
equipment," Rude said.
Half the money needed for
Omni 3000 was provided by the
LRC, while the other half was
received from the Facilities
Management
Accessibility
Improvement Fund. The FMAIF
consists of federal and state funds
given to ensure equal access for
physically impaired indviduals.
The Omni 3000 is located on the
third floor of the LRC.

Fof more infonnation on the
Omni 3000 contact Renee Rude at
255-2028.

Go TO NASA, PAGE 6 ..
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Akiko Ujiie, (left) anij Yan Phung Seng from International Dramatic Association Wild Geese
present "A black doll in the White Town" Friday and Saturday night at the Performing Arts Center.

The International Dramatic
Association Wild Geese, which was
organized in 1996, had plays at the
Petfonning Arts Center from 8 p.m.
to 10 p.m. Sept. 12 and 13. The
members of the Wild Geese are
m·ostly international student from
Japan, Maraysia and China.
According
to
Daisuke
Yamashita, chairperson for Wild
Greese, this is the second time they
have perfonned alone on stage.
The Wild Gessc petfonnance
consists of three different stories
which are written by its members.
The group also makes their own
costumes, design sounds and lights
by themselves.
The topics of these stories range
from legends aboul a Japanese
villian to a story about Santa Clause
who forgot everything he knew.
The show was rated R because
of strong language, violence and
gunfire. People under 17 years of
age could not be admitted.
They are looking into having
another performance at SCSU
winter quarter.

Campus garden dedicated after
professor from sister school inJapan
planning of the garden and its implementation,
according to Mary Soroka, chair of the Cultural
Diversity Art Committee.
"It was a cooperative effort with contributors
in kind," said Steve Ludwig, assistant vice
president for Facilities Management.
Buildings and Grounds helped to pour the
by Eric S. Dietz
concrete slab and install lights and a pump for
STAFF WRITER
the pond.
A project to help beautify the campus and
'This project was dependent on Bill Nunn
facilitate cultural diversity recently had the and Jinji Miura," said Roland Specht-Jarvis,
finishing touches put on it.
dean of the College of Fine Arts and Humanities.
The World Commons Garden was dedicated
A few years ago Bill Nunn was in Japan
to professor Jinji Miura of Akita Univel'Sity .in studying as a behaviorist. His main area of study
Japan on Sep. 3.
.
-~ was body _langu~ge ~nd how it diffe~ in
The garden was designed by environmentalist cultures. Akita Umvers1ty aw~ed N~nn with an
aitist Kinji Akagawa while working with an honorary doctorate for his studies. SCSU
SCSU art class.
decided to construct and deJicate a garden to
The garden began construction while protessor Miura as a sign · f gratitu~c.
Akagawa was a visiting artist to SCSU. With the
The goal was to ere,; e an environment for
help of students from art classes, volunteers from people w!t~ different_ bac~gr~nds," said Soroko
the community, students from 1he Minneapolis In th~ spmt of a umvers1ty-w1de ~entu~, other
College of Art & Design and resources and labor mem~rs ~f the Cultu_ral . D1vers1ty Art
donated by local companies, the World Committee mcludcd Jeam Hites from LRS,
Commons Garden useing materials which were Joanna Pucel from t~ Speech departm~nt, Tony
local and indigenous to the region.
Akubue from Environmental _Stud1~s and
Akagawa lives in Afton, Minnesota and was Carolyn Bouc:5trom from AcademH~ A~a1rs, .
familiar with the region which helped in the
Soroka said that a lot of symbohsm 1s used m

Garden east of the
Administrative Services
Building named Sept. 3

the World Commons Garden. Tbe water •
represents the Mississippi River, the benches are
constructed from trees that were damaged in a
lightning stonn and the granite represents the
region's early industrial foundation, Soroka said.
"Miura uses interactive and personal
artwork," Soroka said. "He fee ls that people have
become destructive toward the environment and
attention needs to be brought to that fact.''
A question of how the money was being
spent was raised during the planning and
construction of the garden.
"Individuals felt money could be spent in a
different way," Soroka said. ''There was a
question of, 'Did this represent a prudent use of
resources?'"
Money to pay for this project came from the
Steering Committee, funds from the State Art
Board, a Cultural Diversity Grant, the President's
Opportunity Fund and Q7 money.
Soroko said that the goal of the World
Commons Garden is to remind people of nature
amid an urban jungle, said Soroka.
"No one realizes we live in a throw-away
society," Soroko said. "Nature itself is very
beautiful."
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Award ·w inning professor Alumna chosen
visits SCSU history chapter to participate in
film festival
by Kristin Albrecht
Co- NEWS EDITOR

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHUTOGRAPHER

International Phi Alpha president Gordon Bakken speaks Thursday in the Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
Bakken visited SCSU last week in honor of the Alpha Epsilon Omega chapter.
by Anne Beebe
The SCSU Alpha Epsilon Omega chapter was honored

last Thursday and Friday by a visit from the International Phi
Alpha Theta History Honor Society President Gordon

Balcken.
Bakken doesn't normally visit campuses for Phi Alpha

Thet.i, so ttUs was a very special event for the chapter.
Bakken is currently a professor of History at California
State University-Fullerton. He has also taught at the
University of Wisconsin. Bakken's teaching areas include
history, labor, law and finance. He has numerous

publications including books, articles, chapters and papers.
Bakken has also received many awards and honors,
including Best Faculty Advisor to a Student Group,
International Vice President and President of Phi Alpha
Theta and Director of the California State Supreme Court
Historical Society.
·
While Bakken was at SCSU, he spoke at an
undergraduite history class and two graduate history classes.
Bakken spoke about his experiences and what he has
done with his history degree. He also told students what they
could do.with history.
·

"Students may not have realized that fields such as
government and business are possibilities with a degree in
history," Bakken said. '7here is a wide range of career
ehoiceswithhistory."
At a graduate Introduction to Public _History class,
Bakken gave students advice in this field. He said that
publications and connections are extremely important to do
well in Public History.
"Find a subject that no one else has written about and you
are interested in, then write about it," Bakken told students.
Bakken also spoke at the Phi Alpha meeting Thursday
afternoon. The regional meeting of Phi Alpha may be held at
SCSU this spring:
Bakken gave suggestions on how to hold a regiona1
meeting and tips for raising money for the club. He also gave
tips on presenting papers at oJher conferences. Member
Jason Kramer will be presenting a paper at the Northern
Great Plains conference September 24-27.
Graduate students and faculty attended a reception for Dr.
Bakken at Anton's restaurant in St. Cloud on Friday evening.
"We were very pleased with Bak.ken's visit," CoPresident Kari Brixius said. "His suggestiqns will be
extremely helpful."

A recent graduate of SCSU was one of 50 students chosen
nationwide to participate in the Telluride Film Festival Student
Program this past Labor Day weekend.
Sarah Ranger, who graduated this spring with a major in
Theater and a minor in Film Studies attended the program in
Telluride, Colo., Aug. 28 through Sept. 1. The program was
established in 1993 by Stephen Spielberg's producing team of
Kathleen Kennedy and Frank Marshall, as an educational
addition to the film festival.
At the festival, Ranger attended seminars lead by famous
actors, directors and screenplay writers. Among these were
Oliver Stone, Robert Downey Jr. and Horton Foote. The
stud<:nts also were treated to the world premieres of two
movies.
Ranger said her largest expense of the trip was travel. This
is the first year that students were given a stipand to pay for
expenses. The stipand was established by Ken'nedy and
Marshall.
·
Housing was free for Ranger. She was able to stay with a
family for the week she spent in Telluride and lived above their
garage. She credits Flair Robinson, with the Student symposim
program, who found her a place to stay on short notice.
"I was out of town all summer and didn't get to call Flair
until August and I had to be there on Aug. 28," Ranger said.
"She's like a miracle worker."
Ranger spent the summer in Alexandria working with
Theatre L'Homme Dicu, an outdoor theater run by SCSU
theatre students.
Students all over the U.S. attended the festival. Ranger said
that there were a lot of people from both the cast and west coast
and most attended large colleges and universities such as NYU
and UCLA. Ranger and Ruth Williams from Carleton College
were the only two from the Midwest.
The students were fed two paid meals each day and the fi rst
night they were there Kennedy and Marshall took all the
students and Film Makers of Tomorrow, an organization of
people who made films shown at the Festival, as well as some
of their friends. out to dinner.
"It wasn't sandwiches or anything. They don't have a
McDonald's in Telluride," Ranger said. ''Everyday it was 'real
food' everything had a foreign flare to it. It was wonderful."
Students met a lot of celebrities in the week they spent in
Colorado. Oliver Stone premiered his new movie "U-Tum" at
the Festival. The movie features a well-known cast, Sean Penn,
Billy Bob Thorton, Jennifer Lopez and Clare Danes, to name
a few.
Another celebrity Ranger met was Lawrence Kasdam,
director of ''The Big Chill" and "Raiders of the Lost Ark."
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Women's Center to produce video on sexual violence
Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

The Women's Center will
receive 'a $2,500 grant from Target
East IO produce a video on
preventing sexual violence.
TJlis video will be a part of
SCSU's
Sexual
Violence
Prevention Program, which has
been in place for five y·cars. The
program addresses and responds to
issues of campus-related sexual
violence.
During these five years, the
center has used a variety of media
such as plays, music and video to
convey the message of sexual
violence prevention.
aThc Women's Center expects to
complete the video this year and
will show it to new students in the
fall of 1998, according to Lee
LaDue, assistant director .of the
Sexual
Violence
Prevention
Program.

''This video will be specific to
the SCSU campus," said LaDue.
It will include statements from
President Bruce Grube, Interim
Vice President for Student Life and
Development Lee Bird and
speakers from the Counseling
Center, ADAPT, Health Services,
the
Athletics
Department,
University Public Safety and the
Women's Center.
The curriCuium for the video
includes the definitions of sexual
harassment and assault, the scope •
of the problem, how many people
arc affected, --the myths and facts,
cultural influences, and prevention
infonnation and resources.
"Last year we did a series of
focus groups on what studenJs
found most effective," said LaDue.
''The feedback we received was that
most siudents Wruited a training
program that was more personal
and local. This video will be more
effective, because it keeps people

from denying the issues. They
are brought · cl6ser to home,
which makes the issues of sexual
violence more comfortable ·10 talk
about."
Target East has two types of
grants which they award for
organizations
wi1hin
the
communily.
"One is the fine arts and the
other is social action," said Kari
Wald, store manager ofTarget East.
'The Women's Center is under the
social action grant. This grant is
meant to strengthen children and
families."
Target donates part of their.sales
to the com,munity as well.
'7arget donates five percent of
sa1es which goes back into the
community," said Wald. ''That five
percent goes to organizations that
need grants, raffles, door prizes,
student scholarships and our new
teacher scholarships."
The grants make a huge imp.ict.

They really help community and
family, Wald said.
The $2,500 grant received from
Target is one-fourth of the money
needed for the video.
To fund the Sexual Violence
Prevention Program the first year,
in 1992, the center received a grant
from Target, another from the
Auto Bremmer FoLindation and
continues fundraising, said Jane
Olsen, director of the Women's
Center.
Two years later in 1994, SCSU
started
funding
LaDue's .
position.
Currently, the Women's Center
does a lot of fundraising, submits
grant proposals and gets a portion
of their budget from student activity

fees.
"I want the students to know that
we are truly grateful for their
dollars. It does make a difference,''
said Olsen.
Olsen added, "What's out there

for videos wasn't meeting our
needs here. I think many students
like the video medium. I think
they'll learn better with a video
geared to them."
This standardized training for
incoming and transfer students will
give LaDue more time to work on
other important endeavors like
educational workshops.
Olsen said the Women's Cehter
is excited about the video project
and it will be a very important
addition for reducing sexual
violence on campus.
In the five year history of the
program, more than 11,000
students . have attended the
mandatory educati0na1 program to
learn about the prevention of sexual
assault and harassment.
The center has provided support
and advocacy services. including
support
groups,
individual
counseling, court and university
advocacy and academic assistance.
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Student residences burglarized
Two southside homes lose CDs, ·other equipment last weekend
However, two of the Sixth Avenue residents, also SCSU
students, were home asleep when an estimated 175 CDs and
other items lOtaling $2,165 were taken from their home. This
"I thought it was a funny joke, but then I !'e4iized what residence had been left unlocked because it was
happened," said junior Jim Raivala.
occupied.
Between 5 p.m. on Sept. 6 and 3 a.m. Sept? Raivala's
'The officer who investigated (the two burglaries) felt they
Fourth Avenue South residence was burglarized.
were related based on the items that were taken and the
The front door of the residence had been pried open, said method they were removed," said Sgt. Neal Rowe of the St.
Raivala, and approximately 60 CDs, a VCR, a portable Cloud Police Department.
CD player and Sega equipment were taken.
Inhabitants of the two residences do not claim to know
RaivaJa, the only roommate in St. Cloud for the weekend, each other.
was not home when the burglary occured.
Recovery of the items stolen is difficult, said Rowe,
That same night, between ll:30 p.m. ' and ·12:10 a.m.,, because the items are common to many people.
a Sixth Avenue South resident was also burglarized.
However, he added that there is an increased possibility of

by Nicole Wimberger
STAFF WRITER

catching the burglar(s) if they try to resell to a pawn shop or
similar business. Rowe says those types of businesses report
safes as well as names of the persons selling to the
investigative division of the police department.
Still, such sales are the fastest and easiest ·way to dispose
of the stolen material, Rowe said.
"
More than electronic equipment and accessories were

;~~~: ~:~ :;~~~~::~~:

}~f~h!;:e~ero~~:~
safety of their own homes.
"You don't feel safe leaving," Raivala said.
"You get a different feeling when you know somebody's
been in your house," one Sixth Avenue resident commented.
"It feels a _little ~neasy."

HIV/S1D Prevention Project in effect at SCSU
Program receives
boost from grant 1--~~,,,<"'ce~~?..~wrc""'~--.I
infonnation to students
funding entering accurate
about preventative measures that
can be taken to protect against these
its second year
diseases.
by Amy Keiser
According to the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control, half of all new
HIV infections occur in people'
younger than 25 years old each
year, and 86 percent of STDs occur
in people between ages 15 and 29.
New AIDS cases are increasing
most rapidly among women and
heterosexuals.
The HIV /STD Prevention
Project at SCSU is funded by the
Minnesota Department of Health
and has been -in existence at SCSU
for two years. Its goal is to provide

•Tonya Faundeen, a graduate
student and coordinator of the
project, said this is the first time a
grant has been issued to college
campuses to fund a project of this
kind.
The grant was distributed
equally among Minnesota's seven
state universities.
Faundeen's mission is to present
valuable infonnation to students by
speaking in classrooms, residence
halls, freshmen orientation, and
classes such as applied psychology,
health, women's studies, and
biology.

Although eager to speak in any

;!,~~~~o~

~!~h~:~n:~sa;~o~r
whose course topics are relevant to
HIV and STD prevention.
Presentations
include
infonnation about signs, symptoms,
stereotypes, myths, effective
condom usage and lifesty\e choices.
Faundeen stresses the importance
of making healthy decisions for
yourself.
"People really need to examine
their sexuality and beliefs and be
responsibl~ for the decisions they
make," Faundeen said.
Sara Osgood, an education
major currently student teaching at
Elk River High School, believes
everyone should be tested for mv.
"A lot of people are worried that
they may have it, but aren't doing
much about it. They're too afraid to
get tested," Osgood said.

Information Media
major approved
by Christine Larter
· STAFF WRITER

to school librarians.
Jeanne Hites, associate professor, said the
Information Media field is a rapidly growing area.
Infonnation Media is being applied to business, law,
marketing and mass media.
In the · past, the minor has attracted mostly
education majors. The department is hoping to attract
a larger variety of majors.
Joy Gunderson, an Information Media major,
always wanted to be a librarian.
Now she wants to work with
computers. However, she does not
want tp work with computers
internally, but more along the lines

In response to expanding technology, the new
Infonnation Media major is providing critical skills
for the Information Age.
The actual process of building the new Information
Media major began three years ago. The Information
Media major was drawn from the Information Media
minor and graduate programs by
creatin$ only one new course
titled Technologies and Cultural
Relevance.
"We were kind of surprised
the major was approved this
of running the software.
quickly,"
said
Associate ·
For example, a company may
Professor Luther Rotto. '"The
have a person to set up a multiMnSCU board hasn't been this•
media presentation. Organizations
fast in the past, so it took us by
also may hire people familiar with
surprise."
Infonnation Media to train others.
Information Media is a 48
Rotto said individuals• who train
credit major in which students
others on new technology fill niches
must take approximately 16
throughout an organization.
courses. Many of the courses
Students who minor or major in
Luther Rollo
provide knowledge · in what
Infom.ation Media arc ready to see .
ASOCIATE PROFESSOR,
infonnation technology is
and adapt to new technologies. They
available, how culture affects
will be iil a position to help
technology, microcomputer courses in education; organizations learn and use new technologies.
design and multimedia.
''Change is occurring rapidly," Rotto said.
Students' are also required to take 16 electives. "Organizations n~ to be able to respond to change in
These classes cover a wide range of topics Including order to be able to keep up."
television, video, business information, training and
Along with the new Infonnation Media major,
media management, reference and bibliography, and SCSU offers all Information Media certificate
· color slide. These classes also include the possibility program, a minor and a graduate program .
. of an internship.
For further d~tails on the Information Media major
Rollo said before the Information Media major contact Hites in the Center of lnfonnation Media at
was introduced, everything was focused on the 255-4823, or e-mail atjhites@tigger.stcloudstate.edu.
graduate program to produce everything from trainers

The MnSCU board
.hasn't been this
fast in the past, so
it took us by
surprise

Faundeen, who took over the
project in ·J_uly, plans to attend
medical school and wanted to take
part in something socially
responsible.
"With my medical background,
I just knew how pertinent
prevention is. I think this
experience will make me a much
better doctor because it will give
me the skills I need to teach my
patients to take a preventative role
in their health care."
Faundeen Said some people are
afraid to see doctors or nurse
practitioners because they feel they
will be judged by their actions. She
encourages people to put that fear
behind them.
"Here· on campus our doctors
and nurse practitioners are n,ot that
way," Faundeen said. "If you have
some fonn of SID or mv, you
shouldn't be ashamed. Get the help

you need."
Osgood believes more should be
done with education to teach people
the importance of prevention and
the HIV/SID Prevention Project is
good place to start.
"We need to bring more
speakers who have been diagnosed
HIV-positive to school to teach
students that HIV looks like you
and me."
Health
Services
offers
confidential sTD and HIV testing.
Costs to take these tests are listed as
follows:
Chlamydia
$21;
Gonorrhea $14.70; Herpes $39.90;
Syphillis $14.70; HIV $25.20.

If you have any questions or
concerns call the Minnesota AIDS
Line at 1•800-Z48-AIDS or SCSU
Health Sen,iceSat 255-3191.

STRFF WRITERS
ARE ALWAYS WANTED AT THE

CHRONICLE

News huddles are Mondays and
Wednesdays at 4:30 pm
in Stewart Hall room 18

University
Chronicle needs a
Career & Money
editor ASAP
Position includes:
* page design
* planning articles
* writing
Apply at 13 Stewart
Hall today!
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NASAPAGE4
'The sys1em we "have now has no more room for
more planes," Rank.in said. Meanwhile there will be a
50 to I00 percent growth in the number of
airline passengers in the next JO years, he said.
"Everyone now has to keep track of what's in the air
in their mind." Rank.in said. ·1ne controller in1erface
will create a digital datalink to aircraft."
"During aircraft taxiing, an aircraft will nonnally
receive radio instructions from the air traffic controller,"

August. according to Weber. He said it was the first
time 10 test all parts of the controller interface "together
and in different conditions. •
'i'estin~ for the first few days was shaky but it
worked well by the end," Weber said. '"There were
things we dido "t expect to work well that did." The
voice recognition worked as well as 60 percent and was
up to 98 percent or more by the second round of testing
this summer, Weber said.
The controller interface was tested in research
Rankin said. The controller interface will send
air traffic control ins1ructions to aircraft in comput,er aircraft that had no seats, only computers, Rankin said.
Rankin said the controller interface received many
fonn, according to Rankin.
'"The controller intctface gets instructions into a good comments from pilots and members of the FAA
map on the aircraft through a voice recognition at the demonstrations on Aug. 26 - 29. There were
system," Rankin said. Vocal instructions are six tests and 55 flights during that session this summer.
transmitted to a moving map. on an aircraft, showing ,
Weber and Wimmer would both like to continue
lines on the map directing pilots where they should go. working on- • the controller interface before they
graduate
in the spring if the latest grant from NASA
Rankin said the controller interface Will most likely
be used by commercial aircraft Under the newer Langley is approved. Webci- said.
"What I want to do is research in advanced
system planes and air traffic control will have to get
better over the next fi ve to 15 year.; to deal with technologies. I can do that at graduate school or if I
find a job," Weber said.
the increase in passengers. Rankin said.
Wimmer plans to go on to.graduate school after he
1be controller interface was tested in Atlantic City
in 1995. However, this summer there were two different graduates at SCSU this spring. He said he would like
to
work for Langley after he finishes his
test sessions in Atlanta.
The first testing this summer, fro m Aug. I - 8, was graduate studies if there are jobs available..
to practice for the demonstration later in
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"My daughter was in a car accident. Her
life was saved by American Red Cross
blood donors."

lie a RedCross blood donor.
1

Call l-800-GIVE-LIFE wday and make
an appo1mmenun save a hie.

.+
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Students spend
130 MILLION
in St. Cloud

Want

some?

Clirofficle
It pays to advertise.

255-3943

Learn about great transportation and smart economics from
Metro Bus. You don't need to spend big money on books
for this class - just purchase your SCSU Quarter Pass for
only $10 - a savings of $11 !
Celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the SCSU Quarter Pass.
Buy one today and receive your first A+ of the quarter.

Enjoy safe evening transportation
from your door to Atwood and home again from 5: 15 p.m.
to 12:45 a.m. (Sunday-Thursday) . Call 251-7433 for more
Information.

For more information, call 251- RIDE
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HARTUNG-Amy, 9, was
fatally wounded yesterday
when struck by -a stray bullet
outside her home. She is survived by her parents Lillian
and Joseph. Services are
Thursday 10:00 a.m.

(}; n[cri~

metus
6 T. C:: LOUD
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud. MN 56301
f320J 251-2569
~~~~.l!Sfil!

Rours:
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 a.m

Keep your child's name
out of the pa per .

$

Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p1m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.

VCR's, Stereos, TV's, Jewelry,
Tools, Firearms, Musical
Instrumen ts, Dikes, etc ..
No Parking Meters!!
You can put your valuable
skills and experience to use in

Mon-Fri: 9 a.m.-S:30p . .m . Sat 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

t·HtWiliHhfil:MiWATM'Mfitl l'WffJ IHtttftl

(Jreen jVlill

ii

By serving just one weekend
a month and two weeks a year,

your community. The Minnesota you can be a herd when your

National Guard is full of home-

neighbors need one most

town heroes who are there when

Call today:

called upon. 1beir presence is
essential to the safety and peace
of mind of their neighbors. They
may sandbag to protect homes
and lives from flOOO waters,
or help stranded motorists in
a blizzard.

320-255-2908 or
320-255-4238

MINNESOTA
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~

CAN

Legendary Food ,.. Legendary Fun

■
(Large14"'one-ltem,hand•tossedpescua orflatcrust)

-j/_lJ/iwn_On/y - 259-6455

YI

•••a,e,~

ffl\~IIJF ffOf/lB{IJ
4:00 -6:30 11111 9:00 -12:00
MH-frl

S11-Tllar

~scBiggHJgo ,,,,u.110
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t·i ~••,, e,g,,uoHM ~11zg, 111/ZZA

S

t. C loud Technica l Col l1..:g1,: i:-. n .·lt:hr.u ing 50 }•,::1rs
w·!th :i 11~1di1ion
WL' C.111 COll(lnLIL" lo :-: I}' -sCTC gr.1du:ttes
gel job...;!- Ou r faculty h:1ve "ork ex1x-rie1Ke in lllL'
academic :lfL'as in whid1 they 1e:1ch :tnd :ire 101:1lh
committed to educ:nin!-: our .-.tmk·nt.-. u,,.;ing tllL' b!l':--1
ll'chnology.
·
'

01: lifelong le:1rning opr~>11uni1ies.

o l Sll(.Tes:-.

Bdow :t1\: the c an..·cr (IL•p:1r1111L·nt:-. :ll SCT C. lf you'd
like more infon 11:11ion or to L'nroll. c:t ll o ur Admissions
Office :II 654-5089 or 1-800-222-1009.
• Construction Technology
• Communication and
Marketing Technology
• Health and Human Service
• Information Technology
• Manufacturing Technology
• Transportation Technology
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CEIRONICLE SELLS

Ranger said she was also four feet away from Robert Downey Jr. and
they got to preview his new movie "2 Girls and a Guy." Students from the
festival were given passes which allowed them to get into the movies be•:)rc
tickethblders. They ended up in the front row of the theatre and Dov., 1ey
stood right in front of them as he talked about his movie.
"He was supposed to be there before the movie started to introduce fr and
he didn' t make it in time," Ranger said. "He came directly from the airport
after the movie was over: He was kind of "Hollywood" but since he was
talking to us like a real person it was okay." .
Another person Ranger met was Horton Foote. He wro!e the screenplay
for "To Kill a Mockingbird." He still is writing at the age of 80.
While in Telluride, Ranger also saw Jerry Seinfeld and Ralph Larren,
who has a ranch there.
According to Ranger, a student doesn' t have to be :i Film major/minor to
apply for the program. The application process requires a letter of
reccommendation fro m an SCSU instructor and a one to two page essay.
This year's topic was "what fi lm has affected your life."
'The application process is not hard," Ri nger said. ' 'It's a chance to see
new movies that won't be distributed because they are foreign or don't have
big names. Films that don't come to St. Cloud. It's definitely worth it." ·.
Ranger is the fourth SCSU film studies student to be accepted into the
program. Kelly Ryan was accepted in 1994, followed by Heidi Dietze and
Bowen Gilings in 1996.
This fall , Ranger is taking graduate classes at SCSU and is designing the
costumes for 30 people for Tennessee Williams' "Camino Real" which will
be running Nov. 3-8 at the Perfonning Arts Center at 8:00 p.m. She
describes the production as a drilmatic comedy set in rustic _Mexico.
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PASSPORT

PHOTOS
Call 255-4 086.
10::for~lS
2",X 2" b&w
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Housing
Personals
Employment
Attention
For Sale
Notices
HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.

W

1h nearly 8Cf y4:ars of leadershi p e....:perience
our lie!J , TIA A-C Rl:: F is erni nen ily
quali!led to help y ou build a comfortable, wo rryfree retirement
O ur rcl"erences are eq ually im peccable~
toJ ,1y, nt·arly two mi llion of the Liest minJ s in
t\rne rit·a trust us w i1h their financ ial futu re.
Al low us to review our q ual illcarions.
111

Superior strength
With over $'200 l,illion in assets, TI AA-C R E F is
the wo rlJ "s la rgest retirement orga nization and amo ng the most solid . TI AA is one ot' only
a handfu l o l" companies to h;1ve earned top ra1ini;-s for financial strength, and CR.E F is one of
\\'all Strel·t 's largt·st_investors!
Solid, long-term performance
\\',: seek out long-term opportuni1ies th,11 otht·r
romp;miC"s, in pursui t ot' l.jUick ga ins, often m iss.
Though past perlUrmanlT can't guaran lel'
l"uturt· results . this patient philosophy has
pt'o\Tn extremely n•ward ing.

Surprisingly low e xpenses
T l.- \t\ -C Rl·: F ·s oper,lting l"osts art· among 1h t·

ii

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it~"-'

lowe~t in the insurance and mutual fund
indust ries. Therefo re, more o l' _yo ur mo ney
goes w he re it s hou ld- towa rds e ns uring
yo ur fu ture.'

Chronicle
Classifieds

Easy diversification
\Ve offer a w ide va riety of cx per1 ly m;maged
in\'estment options to help bu ild yo ur assets.
\Vit h stock, bo nd, money marke t. and real
eState ;1ccounts-as well as a guaranteed
an nu ity to choose from - TI AA-CR E F makes
din,rsi!lca1io n eas_y.

Call 255-4086
or

Unrivaled service
\Ve liclieve that our sNvice Jisti nguishcs us
fro m l"Vl'l)' otht·r re tiremen t t·ompa ny. In the
lalest l h lbar Consumer Satisfae1ion Survcv.
a s1udy ol' L,000 llnaneial t·ompanics, T IAAC R EF was votl·d 1hc leading provider of
re1i reme n1 plans.
ll" vou work in edu;:-,11ion, rest"arch, or rt·lated fl~lds. ~v h_(~ot put T l At\-CR l·:l·"'s e ....:pcri ,ence to wcwk for \'Cm'! To !ind out mon•. visit
ou r \Veb silc al ,~·ww.tiaa-cref.org or c,,11 us
at l-800-8--12-2 776 .

stop by Stewart
Hall 13
Brenda Herubin,
Classifieds
manager
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There is no worry of being short of student workers at SCSU because
of the wage increase.
"We've been in a very good JX)Sition here from the stand1>9int we have
a lot of students that are interested in wor\<lng," Loncorich said.
Funding for the state's Non•AFOC Child Care Grant Program was
increased from $3.5 million per year to
$4:.7 million. The legislature increases
1he maximum award from $1,700 10
$2,000 for each eligible child each
year, according to the MHESO

newsletter.
SCSU historically has spent all of
the

money

appropriated ·10 the

university every year. Loncorich said if
a person examines the utilization
reports they will find that SCSU is right

on top as far as usiilg the money it is
appropriated. .
The universiiy doesn't return any
money at the end of year and
sometimes during the school year

requests supplemental appropriation.
Plans for SCSU's future involve a reexamination of the financial aid
program. According to Loncorich, ·every five to six years the program
goes under examination from the Minnesota Legislature. After the
, examination, modifications are applied to the program.
Anyone with any questions regarding these issues can contact the
Financial Aid office at 255•2047.

FOR GROUPS AND
INTRAMURAL TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND JACKETS
ITH A FULL LINE OF HOC
EQUIPMENT

2018 8th St. N. St, Cloud
(320) 252-2600

Speakers
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The o.nly way the St. Cloud PoliCe Department time Leisner and Bradley were preaching to explain the
speakers' right to free speech.
•
would get involved was jf laws were being broken.
The flier read in part, 'Those who choose to listen
"Some type of· assault, anything physical,"
bear the responsibility of recognizing and honoring the
according to Sgt. J.M. Feeney.
The reported altercation was· not visible to the St. right of free speech. Orderly dissent and
Cloud Police·whcn they arrived, but they remained for · demonstrations on campus are acceptable provided
they do not interfere with the normal opei;ati~n or the
a few minutes to monitor the crowd. •
.._
Two UPS officers were dispatched to the scene and university."
After engaging in a dialogue with Leisher, freshman
provided security for the 1wo speakers 10 keep a safe
Meg Fredrickson filed sexual harassment charges with
distance between them and the crowd of students.
"I usually find a hostile crowd where I go to the university against Leisner.
''I want him to not be able to come back to campus,"
preach," Leisner said. 'The accepting crowd is the
Fredrickson said. "I want him to think about what he
exception."
_
was
doing."
Anyone is allowed to be outside on campus and
The idea of an individuals' values and morals being
speak his or her message. The First Amendment is
,
limited wheil such an individual goes into a university challenged were welcomed by some.
"It's good for the,students
building.
on campus to think about
•'The space inside Atwood
thi s," said junior Eric
is reserved and used by
Koeckeritz. "It gives you a
others," said Mal"garet Vos,
chance to think about what is
director of Atwood Memorial
right and wrong."
Center. 'The university uses
Bird agrees with this_idea.
the mall as an area for free
"It is probably not a bad
speech."
idea to have your ideas
The
contfoversy
challenged," said Bird. "It
surrounding the speakers was
probably strengthens them."
the message they were
"In any party or
portraying to the student
organization you will have
crowd gathered around them.
extremists," said Mike
"God won't allow any ·
Lopez-Kaley, a pastoral
cigarette sucking sinners into
minister at the Newman
heaven," Leisner said. "Most
Lee
Bird
Center.
"You can't judge a
Catholics are following the
VP OF STUDENT LIFE AND DEVaOPMENT I group by its extremists."
pope to hell."
Leisner who is a real
The crowd surrounding
estate agent in the Twin
both Leisner and Bradley was
Cities, has a weekly radio
not receptive to their
show called "Possess the
message.
"He is an equal opportunity offender," Lee Bird, Land" on KYCR, 1570 AM. ,
"My show is to the right or Rush Limbaugh,"
vice president of Student Life and Development said.
"We don't have to like the message, but I have to Leisner said. "Basically I yell at everyone for a half
hour and do a commercial."
protect his right to say it."
The UPS officers acted as agents to keep Leisner
and Bradley safe while they stood on the concrete
benches of the Atwood Man and preached.
"Our obligation is to proteq his rights," Bird said.
"He can speak as !Ong as he doesn't block your way to
I'
huildine: or a class. There is an obli1?ation for
Members of the University Community
providing a forum for free speech."
To:
"He is aHowed to talk until he offends an
individual," Vos said. "As long as there are no personal
Two individuals spoke on the campus mall
attacks or threats."
yesterday, making statements that could be
In the case or an individual being threatened or construed as inflamma\ory. It is possible that those
attacked a written report could be filed by UPS or by individuals may return to campus today or in the
anyone.
future.
Such an incident would be handled on a "case•bySCSU supports free speech and will recognize their
case basis," said BemaOette. Wilson, judicial affairs right . . to speak within protected limits. Those who
officer.
choose to listen bear the responsibility of recognizing
. "He is well within his rights 10 do what he is doing," and honoring the right of free speech.
said senior Mike Compton. "Any one of us could stand
In our view, engaging the speakers in a dialogue
up and argue with him."
0
"A public campus has to protect his right to free .:;~o~raJ:!~~~le~st~~di;~~i~;e n~e~ed n~
speech," Bird said. "He is not forcing anyone to listen. participating.
The only way he wins is when people listen. He gets
power because people argue with him."
If you have concerns please feel free to contact lee
Bird and other representatives of the university Bird, vice-president of Student life and Development,
handed out fliers to the crowd of students during the µr 255-31/1.

He is twtforcing
anyone to listen The only
way he wins is when
peopl.e listen He gets
power because peopl.e
argue with him

DianaPAGE1
Thompson said of t!iat moment, where the SCSU students are her brother said, now she's in a
"I have never heard that many staying.
place where she's safe from the
people be so quiet. I'm not sure if it
"It has been an experience to pursuit of the paparazzi."
came across the same on television, watch and mourn with the people
This tragedy may change the
but there was so much respect or this culture," she said. "Some or way the world views tabloids and
there."
my professors here have said it has the paparazzi; Thompson said.
"We might start asking
}:le said he also was impressed been overdone, but as an American,
with"the-behavior of the press at the I looked at Diana as a mentor, a ourselves, 'How important is it to
funeral after the nature of person who did many charitable gel that last detai l?' I don't need to
Diana's death and the questions it ·things in the United States. She was see through peDple's windows," he
· a celebrity to us. I think . some _ said.
raised.
''The press was cautious, people in England looked down
Thompson said il \\;ill take a
respectful and handled it on her for mistakes she while before the world fully knows
what losing Princess Diana will
professionally," Thompson said. made."
Nonetheless, Lutz said, it was mean.
''They provided infonnation people
wanted and needed. They didn't go tragic that Diana's life ended the
"She was an extremely
too far."
way it did.
popular tx,rson," he said. "She
Kelly Lutz, sophomore, did not
"It was sad that the paparazzi brought new life 10 the royalty, a
join the group in London but had to pursue her the way they new spirit. It's hard lo say
watched the procession and funeral did," Lutz said. "What she tried to .- whether that spirit wi ll be lost as
on television in Alnwick Castle escape was what killed her. But like well."
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EDITORIAL

Coverage of two
deaths deals _wit4
newsworthiness
The world lost two great ambassadors during the past
couple of weeks: Princess Diana and Mother Theresa.
This editorial is not intended to show disi-espect to or
dehumanize the lives and doings of these two great
humanitarians. Instead, it is intended to tackle the issues
surrounding the division of media coverage on what
will be remembered as two of the bigger news stories of
1997.
In the St. Cloud Times, the headline for Princess
Diana was of a type-size reserved for major
catastrophes. Also, the Times did a eight-page keepsake
edition after the funeral of the princess. However, for
Mother Theresa they had something referred to as a
two-page double truck.
A lot of people felt the death of Mother Theresa did
not get the media coverage it should have because it fell
in the aftermath of Princess Diana's very public death.
Granted, Princess Diana was a dedicated
philanthropist, but Mother Theresa won a Nobel Peace
Prize. She deserved more coverage, and she would have
received this attention at any other time.
One point needs to be made in the media's defense.
The press reports what the public wants to know. An
old, cynical media saying sums up the choice of
coverage: ."If it bleeds, it leads."
One death was an unexpected tragedy of a young,
glamourous media icon. Mother Theresa was mostly
out of the lime-light and was never glamourous.
Although her full life had been dedicated to helping
people who were suffering and improving lives, people
tuned in and listened for word about Diana's tragic end.
Only so much space can be given to each story and
in the end, the death of Princess Diana was a bigger
story. A good comparison would be what wou ld you put
on the front page if you were editor; an obituary for a
person in their 80s or a car accident of a peison in their
30s.
Down the road there will be a day when today's top
story wouldn't make the back page of some of the
current editions.
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New year, another trend
School shopping as a
denim pants with odd
can be the most
child and today is one of
lengths and widths were in different?"
the best things about
many stores.
The person gaining all
school beginning in the
My decision this year,
the attention is the male
fall.
like many in the past, was wearing a button down
I'm 22 years old and I
opting for my same look.
collar and Docker pants.
have to admit I
I believe my
I have found out fads
and trends aren't
recently went
button-down
shopping with my
•
·• collars and
necessary to attract
attention, but actually the
mother for back to
.
Docker pants
opposite.
school clothes.
ii, . seem to fit my
I believe I receive more
She claims it
, .• -' style - dressy yet
attention for the way I
will be the last
~- .
comfortable for
dress.
Often, I'm the
time she will take
\ ..• ?lJr: . my taste. Some of
me shopping. I
· ,..
today's trends
person people are looking
at rather than the one who
suppose after live
·
often look like
years of college "this
they hurt to put on.
is dressed like a character
time" eventually will have
With accessorizing,
out of a 1970s "B" movie.
Don't get me wrong.
to come to an end.
people tend to wear rings
When!
As I approached the
in odd
'
doors of a few of St.
places
was a
Cloud's stores I began to
along with
child, I
gander in the windows at
having
dressed
what is new this coming
piercings
...-r.ouldyou like _to odd and
school year.
where they
"''
did what
Like last year, and
shouldn't
come and play "W'bo others were
year's previous, the trends be. I'm for
can be the most
doing are in full bloom. I needed the
ranging
to decide on whether to
opportunity
dif[erentr
from
take the plunge of being
and the
spending
like everyone else.
right to do
hundreds
When it comes to fads
whatever is
of dollars
and trends, I often find
appealing for an
on shoes to even wearing
myself refusing to take
individual. But, to me,
a glove. The glove was an
any such leap, and if I do,
that's not appealing.
impersonation of Michael
I often regret it.
I used to think people
Jackson's. I wore it on the
Stereotypically, from
did this for attention. In
bus to school much like
what I saw, the trend is
most cases it doesn't
every other kid.
corduroy pants and the
attract attention because
My school shopping
retro shirts. For males and there is so much of it days may be over and
for females, it's much the
often making it a gamethings can always change.
same.
like atmosphere.
But I will always be sold
Odd-colored tight shirts
Would you like to come on my button-down collar
with a pair of unique
and play the game "Who
and Docker pants.

m
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Classic causes
conflict in Sauk
Rapids school
At the core of the issue is John Steinbeck's "Of Mice and
Men." Actually, one word of John Steinbeck's "Of Mice and
Men." One word al~ost resulted in the censorship of a ctxnamite piece of literature.
A long story short; "Of Mice and Men" is part of the curriculum at Sauk Rapids High School. The word - a derogatory term for African-Americans - appeared several times
in the text during a required reading of the book. Later, during recess, Marilyn Rabsatt's daughter, Mary, was teased by
her classmates.
Macilyn Rabsatt was upset. And
groups, including SCSU instructors
Buster Cooper and Michael Davis,
approached the Sauk Rapids School
Board, wanting to pull the book from the
educational curriculum and the shelves of
the school district's library.
They wanted to silence it. to make it
go away, and to take the problem of racial

B
M;RTY

--~~:::e~~ with it. Just shut it up. Stomp

Ban it. Don't learn from a mistake or
mis-execution. Just shut it up.
The educational opportunity that would have been missed
had the school board decided last Monday to keep "Of Mice
and Men" out of its curriculum and on the school library
shelves is monumental. We're talking about educated people
here - teachers - and surely educated people can recognize a prime opportunity when it arises. This year, the same
reading of Steinbeck could result in that precise moment of
pure learning.
Why, instead of over-reacting and wanting to silence
Steinbeck's words, wasn't it encouraged that "Of Mice and
Men" be elevated to 10th or I Ith grade instead of ninth,
where more mature students may better understand the historical context of racism? Why didn't Davis or Cooper university teachers and social activists - ask to address the
class to give some modem-day perspective to Steinbeck, to
put "Of Mice and Men" in an alternative historical context and to emphasize what that word and associated attitude
stands for among the African-American population. Imagine
the emotion they cduld bring to that classroom. Think of the
passion. Think of the revelations some will experience. That
is a class high school students would remember and carry
with them alway$.
But no, just silence it. An effort to silence by educated
people; makes me wonder what they're really trying to teach
us ...
If "Of Mice and Men" were to be banned, what's next?
"Beloved?" "Roots?" Unlike Steinbeck, Toni Morrison and
Alex Haley are black authors. Like Steinbeck, both novels
are well worth the time. All three contain that word. I can't
help but wonder if the rush would be so great to pull those
titles as well. Well, probably from the white population.
What about Bradbury's "Fahrenheit 451," a novel that
shows the true absurdity of sile~ced opinion and banned
media? Or the Bible? Or the Koran? Or The Book of
Monnon? Who exactly shoufd have the power to remove
such infonnation? What committee should wield such
authority? And on who's appointment? Could you imagine
Ronald Reagan with the power of complete, rubber-stamp
censorship? Or how about the Rev. John Hagee? Or Louis
Farrakhan? Or a school board?
They'd all miss the point because they 're too wrapped up
in their own person to realize the truth: that only education
and teaching - and time and generations - will change
attitudes. Not quick reactions. Not censorship. Because the
books may be gone, but the words will always be remembered.

Ask the university.......

SUNDVALL

Ask the university is a guest essay forum in which
students are invited to ask questions of SCSU administration officials, faculty and staff.
Students are welcome to mail Qr e-mail questions
for university officials to the University Chronicle. All
questions will be reviewed and foiwarded, however
due to volume, not all may be answered.
President Grube has agreed to write one essay a
month for the 1997-98 school year. He has also agreed
to respond to additional letters as they occur.
Other" administration officials, faculty or staff will
be given the opportunity to respond to questions sent
in by students. All questions will be directed to the

appropriate SCSU officials.
The guest essay represents the opinion of the
writer.
The opinions published do not necessarily reflect
those of University Chronicle or of ~CSU.
University Chronicle reserves the right to refuse
publication of any material submitted.
Inquiries about this forum and questions for SCSU
officials should be mailed to, or dropped off at the
University Chronicle office.
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Letter policy
All letters must include:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major in school (if applicable)
Teleph1:me number
Signature

read,REACT,write
U.S. mail: University Chronicle
13 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301
E-mail:
chronicle@stcloudstate. msus.edu

St, Cloud State ·

I
I

NAME:
ADDRESS
CITY:
ZIP:

University

STATE:

---UPB

•University Proeram Board•
is a student volunteer oreanization desiened to Proeram a
variety of events for SCSU and the surroundine community.
Films
9/18, 7 p.m. International Video Series "KOLYA" Atwood Little Theatre
9/19-21, 7 p.m.
"Casablanca"
Free with Student ID

UterarY Arts
Douglas Wood, Author of "Old Turtle"
Atwood Little Theatre Free with Student ID

Outines/Rec
Biking/Camping Trip at CAMBA Wisconsin
Sign up in UPB office 255-2205

SPotlillht
9/16, 8p.m.

-

PHONE:

I•

9/23, 7 p.m.

720 4th Ave. S.
· 13 Stewart Hall

Janis Figure (KVSC's Best Band of 1995)
The Quarry, AMC Free .

Visual Art.s
9/15 - 10/8
Exhibit: PennaproseTM by Arthur ApiSsomian
Opening Reception 9/15 3:30 -5p.m. Atwood Gallery

JUSTA
FEWTHINGS
THE Pill
DOESN'T

PREVENT:
Genital Warts
Herpes
Chlamydia
AIDS
Gonorrhea

l'rereoti,'!l a 1mw~·111cy ~,~! JJ•~Vl:nti,'11: ~ Se~ua!ly
JJ-~1'51nitledlliscase,orSTl).i,;.nl!hesrunclhiug.l'lrdil

Join a UPB Committee
•Concerts •Films •Literary Arts
•Outings/Rec •Mississippi Music Fest
•Performing Arts •Speakers
•Special Events •Spotlight •Visual Arts

yuu'tl' tMiug d~,ilCes wilh l'ilhcr, )'1~1·,._. pulliug )'IIUr.;elf
auciulhen~1isk

l~rthmnln.il pillsdunul !Hl.-velll ~IL 5Tll-ecluc3l~NI

~nd usin,:; 1•••1e• 1,u~ttCiun ~,1,.,,.~y ,lel'm~. ll,ink
aooul it. Learn huw ~, 1•1~ect },..,n1df micl yuur 1~1rh....,.,

TALK AUOUT IT FIRST!

Quiet Care CUoic

Student Health Servk:cs

255-6155

255-3193

St. Clo11<.I, MN

Isl !'lour, lllll llall

F,w. nmalll~ mHI m1,fklc11/i,,J iJ/hmafio,,,

University Program Board
AMC 118 • 255-2205 • Hours: M-F 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.--..,.."===",,__ _
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SCSU wins home opener, gains first win .·
Huskies overcome penalties, turnovers in 25-13 victory over UMD
Miller, who is replacing last season's
starting quarterback Todd Bouman, finished
the day going 14 of 24 for 246 passing yards
Even though the offense was impressive and two touchdowns.
"Every time I go out there, I'm gaining
and the defense was sharp, it was SCSU
turnovers and penalties that prevented the more and more confidence," Miller said. "A
Husky football squad from winning by a win is a win, but there is still a lot of work to
wider margin in Saturday's 25-13 victory be done to be successful in the conference."
After UMD closed the gap to 9-7 on a
over the University of Minnesota-Duluth at
I \-yard second-quarter touchdown pass to
Selke Field.
junior
wide receiver Jeff Wenngatz, the
On the Huskies' first play from
scrimmage, SCSU junior quarterback Jon Huskies would answer with two big plays
Miller connected for what looked like a 50- which put the game out of reach from the
yard pass completion to junior wide receiver Bulldogs.
The first big play came with 6:12
Mike McKinney, only to have a penalty
remaining in the half after Miller connected
nullify the play.
The completion would have set up a with his second touchdown pass of the day
SCSU first and goal from the UMD I0-yard on a 58-yard strike lo McKinney giving the
Huskies a 15-7 lead.
line".
Less than two minutes later, Husky
Instead of a possible opening drive
sophomore
comerback Larry Miller blocked
touchdown, the Huskies had to settle for a 37yard field goal by sophomore kicker Neil a UMD punt attempt and the ball was
recovered by SCSU sophomore safety Marie
Fish, giving the Huskies a 3-0 lead.
The Huskies would finish the game by Dean who ran it six yards for a Husky
taking 10 penalties for a total of I87 yards touchdown, giving the Huskies a 22-7
and SCSU head coach Noel Martin said that halftime lead.
"Right now, we know our defense isn't
was the biggest downfall of the afternoon.
"We should have won by a bigger score," where it should be," said SCSU defensive
coordinator
Matt Pawlowski. "We had a
Martin said. 'There were a number of times
when we shOl ourselves in the foot with blocked punt and came up with the big plays
needed
to
win,
but we all.know we have to get
penalties, but the main thing is we won the
game and our guys are continuing to improve better in order to compete in the NCC."
The second half proved to be an offensive
eachgame." "
Later in the first quarter, Miller would struggle as both teams had costly turnovers,
connect for the first of his two touchdown costing both teams excellent field position.
The Huskies turned the ball over three
passes after connecting with junior wide
receiver Mike Flanigan for a 24-yard times in the third quarter, but UMD could not
answer as the Husky defense forced a UMD
touchdown pass.
"I had good protection from the line and interception.
(UMD's) safety came up which opened up
Flanigan, who ran a good route," Miller said
Go TO HUSKIES, PAGE 16 •
of the touchdown pass.

by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

SCSU junior wide receiver Mike McKinney eludes two Bulldog defenders in the
second quarter of Saturday's 25-13 Husky victory over UMD Saturday at Selke
Field. McKinney and junior quarterback Jon Miller connected for a SB-yard
touchdown strike on the play. The victory gave the Huskies their first win of the
season after losing their season opener last Saturday 33-1 Oto Division I-AA
Northern Arizona Uriiversity.

Husky hockey team suffers another loss
Parrish leaves SCSU after signing contract with the Colorado Avalc)nche
by Rob LaP/ante

initial offer, I thought it was an ungodly
amount of money, but everything was in 1he
hands of my agent (former Minnesota North
First it was head coach Craig Dahl 's senior Star Brian Lawton)."
Earlier this year, Dahl and the Huskies
class, next sophomore center Matt Cullen,
saw Cullen leave for the NHL after signing a
now it is former SCSU
$ 1.4 million contract with
sophomore forward Mark
the
Mighty
Ducks
of
Parrish who has departed from
Anaheim.
this year's SCSU hockey team.
With the loss of Cullen, Parrish
Parrish, who finished fourth
and forward Dave .Paradise, who
on the team in scoring last _
graduated
and
signed
a
season with 42 points and led
professiollal contract with the
the Huskies in goals with 27, has
Chicago
Wolves
of
the
decided to give up hjs final two
International Hockey League, the
years at SCSU to pursue an
Huskies lost three of their top four
opportunity to play in the
scorers
from
last
year's
National Hockey League.
team.
The Bloomington, Minn.
Mark Parrish
"We
lose
abollt
90
points
and
native signed a professional
Signs contract
contract last Thursday evening
with Avalanche possibly I00 points this year with
the loss of those three players,"
with the Colorado Avalanche,
Dahl said. "We were holding our
which drafted Parrish in the
breath and hoping the Avalanche wouldn't
third round of the 1996 NHL draft.
pursue
(Panish)
until after this season was
Parrish said at first, both he and the
Avalanche were talking but couldn't come to over, but the bottom line is there is too much
money being thrown around out
an agreement until last Thursday.
'The negotiations were never really in my there."
Besides Cullen, fonne r University of
hands," Panish said. ''To me, the numbers
·were not the issue. When I first heard of the Minnesota forward Erik Rasmussen signed
SPORTS EDITOR

with the Buffalo Sabres and defenseman
Mike Crowley signed with the Mighty Ducks
instead of return ing to the collegiate
ranks.
With three Western Collegiate Hockey
Association underclassmen leaving for the
NHL, Parrish said it played a little bit into his
decision to skip his junior and senior year's at
SCSU.
" I guess everybody leaving affected my

decision indirectly," Parrish said. "If
anythipg, I think it's just a coincidence and as
it turns out, it's just a bad year for the WCHA
as far as people moving on."
The loss of both Cullen and Parrish to this
year's squad means other players that stood in
their shadows the past couple of years
will have to ·stcp up as scoring leaders, Dahl
said.
"We still have (senior forward) Sacha
Molin back. He and (senior forward) Jason
Gou let and (sophomore forward) Mike
Rucinski will have to come through this year
and do some of the power play and penalty
kill," Dahl said. "When Cullen arid Parrish
both came here, we had 13 freshmen thal year
and we told both of them they would play and
play a lot, now it's time for other people to
step up and l think they can only if they work

hard enough at it."
Another decision that helped Parrish
decide to pursue the NHL was his
participation in last year's World Junior
Championship, for the U,S. Junior Team
which won a sil ver medal.
Parrish said the difference between the
WCHA and the WJC was a very big step for
him.
"Playing in the World Junior's was a big
difference, because you are playing against a
lot of (NHL) first rounders," Parrish said. "In
college, you maybe have a bad day, but it's
not noticed by everyone, where at the World
Junior's you are being seen and scouted by
everyone."
Parrish ended by saying he will miss
playing with his former teammates and will
leave behind a lot of friends, but still
expects the Huskies to do well this
seasoo.
"It was a lot of fun playing for SCSU and
I got an opportunity to play with my brother
(Geno)," he said. "As for the team this
season, I think they will still be successful.
The defense•is older and will pick up the slack
for the lack of offense and they will be more
team oriented instead of two or three guys at
the top."
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Huskies pick up
road win, then
suffer first defeat
-•~- ~~~~=@
~c~T=r__-1 ;~:ts:~~!:~~~;::~~:
scoring three times on seven shots.
th

.cam~

by Tyson Jahn

:~:~

The SCSU soccer team
continued their fine play Friday
with a •win on the road against
Moorhead State University but
suffered their first loss of the season
Sunday in a 1-0 defeat to Winona
State University.
The Huskies have a record of
4-1 -1, which is the best start in the
four year history of the
program.
The Huskies are also ranked
23rd in the national polls. On
Friday, the Huskies won a thriller
against Moorhead State 3-2 in
overtime.
SCSU first year foiward Becky
Olson capped the night off with her
third goal of the season in late
overtime giving the Huskies a 3-2
victory.
Both MSU and SCSU played
exceptionally well, but the Huskies
defense clearly led the way
limiting ~he Dragons to six shots on
net.
.
The Huskies took advantage of
limited scoring opportunities

::ai t:te~o;~rn;:~

Hultgren each scored goals for the
Huskies
Sunday afternoon, the Huskies

suffered their first loss of the season
in a 1-0 contest.
The goal for Winona, which
eventllally proved to be the ga~ .
winning goal, came six minutes
into the game.

The Huskies outshot WSU 20-3
for the game, but Winona
resix:,nded with an oYel"pOwering
defense.

Key players for SCSU were
senior defender Katie Brehm
and first year freshman defencfer

Lisa Carroll.
SCSU head coach Shellee
Copley said the Huskies played
well, but WSU was too tough

defensively.
"We came out in the first haJf a
little flat," Copley said. "When we
came out in the second ha1f, we

couldn't get the ball in the net, the
shots (from the offense) were to the
goal keeper and (WSU) were a
good team."
Interesting statistics for the

Julia Peterson/AssocLm: wrroR

SCSU first year defender Lisa Carroll (10) passes to teammate Erika Vacha (20) as senior defende,
Katie Brehm (12) looks on during Sunday's 1-0 Husky loss to Winona State University. The loss
was the first loss suffered by the Huskies this season after defeating Moorhead State University
Friday 3-2 in overtime.
Huskies are that they have
outscored their opponents 35-5 in
six games.
Ring has only given up five
goals through those games.
Ann Hultgren took over

For The Past 10 Years, Our Systems
Have Been in Service to Some Of The
~gest and Most Demanding Customers
in Central Minnesot~ . . Now You Have
The Chance To Buy a System Thm's
Rugged Enough For Business, ·Direct
From

The People Who

Desi'gned Them.

On Tuesday, September 16th, Stop By
the Atwood Lounge to Meet
Todd Johnson
Campus Rep, and Test Div'e One of the
Best Valnes in Personnl Compul~rs.

the team lead in scoring with
13 points (6 goals, I assist)· and
sophomore
midfielder Paula
Lyson is second on the team with
12points.
Up next for the Husky soccer

team is the SCSU Invitational
played at Halenbeck Field.
The Huskies will take on
Truman State on Sept. 20 at I p.m.
and Central Missouri State on Sept.
21 at 3 p.m.
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Early season woes continue for Husky
volleyball team as ~csu· drops to 3-9.
Huskies post an 0-4 record at NCCINSC weekend challenge
byRyan _Voz

believing in themselves," said SCSU head
coach Diane Glowatake.
Glowatzke said she asked"th·e girls who
wanted to be the leader on .the court during a
Frustration.
The SCSU Volleyball team so far this limeou1 in one of Saturday's games.
The only hand raised during the timeout
season has seen its share of it, just 12 games
into the season, posting an 3-9 overall came from senior outside hitter Juicy
Viger.
record.
"Juicy was the only one raising her hand
When things aren't going right for an
athlete on a particular day they te_nd to play on_ and you can 'tjust have one person - you need
all
six," Giowatzke said.
their heaJs mak..ing their play just a step
The Huskies sufferiiig through injuries
behind.
For the Huskies this past weekend early in the season as sophomore Kim
they fell victim to one of those Pellman went down. Pellman their Illiddle
hitter and returning st~r had missed the first
days.
After starting 0-4 on the season, SCSU eight games. She suffered a sprained ankle
posted a 3-1 record where they looked to be early in the season which had kept her out of
the lineup ever since. Pellman had t~ree
on the right foot.
The woes continued as the Huskies lost
Friday 15-9, 15-3, 7-15, 15- 11 to Bemidji
State University.
SCSU went 0-4 on the weekend with
EDITOR

losses to the Beavers along with Northern
State University, Wayne State University and
the University of Minnesota-Morris . at the
NCC/NSC Challenge, which took took place
in Marshall, Minn.
SCSU last year beat both BSU and UMM
in three games at the Bemidji Invitational •
earlier this season.
''Right know we have· some frustrated
players and we have to get them to stan

SENIORS: .

blocks "against Bemidji in her debut along
with six: kills against NSU later in the
day.
"Kim's timing is off along with her
footwork," Glowatzke said. "She's just not
the same player she was last year, because of
the injury."
The injury senario loomed over the
Huskies again last weekend as sophomore
outside hitter Twyla Lundberg went down
with a head injury.
Lundberg was able to return, but
according to GlowalZke the momentum of the
Huskies at that point disappeared
"It was like when Lisa went down the
weekend before, it's funny because it seems
like when we get an injury we lose our
momentum," Glowatzke said.

=====•••-~====
Right now we have some frustrated players and
we have to get them to start believing in
· themselves
Dianne Glowatzke
SCSU VCM.LEYBALL HEAD COACH

Another

player out of the

lineup

~i:~~~~- freshmID}. middle hitter Jennifer
Dorenbusch suffered a concussion in
practice two weeks ago which has alro kept
•her frcim the lineup.
"Once we get a consistent lineup, we will
do better,"said senior back row specialist
Sarah Strohschein. "We are going to peak
some time and you just don't know when that
is going to happen."
'
Strohschein, one of three seniors on the
team has seen the Husldes in their ups and
downs.
"I thought about the weekend as this
is not St. Cloud volleyball," Strohschein
said.
. SCSU highlights came from Viger who
led the li'uskies against Wayne State and
Morris with 15 kills.
The Huskies fell to Wayne State
15-11, 15-7, 15-11, while the scores
against the Cougars were 13-15, 15-5, 15-6,

15-5.
The next opponent for SCSU is
Morningside, which they play tomorow in
lkjlj, Iowa.
The Huskies return for their first home
stance on Friday against Nebraska-Omaha
and Northern Colorado on Saturday.
Both games are scheduled to start at
7p.m.

~

TIME IS RUNNING OUT! ~

.

Many of the Top Employers and Graduate
Scho?ls will pegin recruiting this Fall!

GET READY NOW! ATTEND ...

SENIOR YEAR CAREER KICK-OFF
Tuesday, September 16
Atwood Little Theatre--3:00 pm

"Junior
Steps"
walking
with

7th - 8th-9th ...
... in our Youth Ministry Program
Wednesday nights 7-8:30 pm
Interested?

Call M;k, 251-1260

Come and Hear about Career Services:
• Ten Minute Registration Process!
• Resume Writing (made easy) Software Program!
• Updated Web Site--with hundreds of thousands of jobs!

■I

CATHOI..ICCMIPUSMll'«STRV

t.USS: SATURDAY: 5:JO P.M.

Come for your career...
... stay for the tCE CREAM!
After the seminar--join us for our
"Welcome Back'.' Ice Cream Social!
For more Information, contact Career Services, AS 101, 255-2152

SUNOAY: 9 A.M .• 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION : 251-H61
OFFICE: 251-1260

Attend Chronicle huddles
ere,y 1vlonday and
Hednesday \ st .J:30 p.m.
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
\V,sc.-SICVt,11.~ Point

NCC Focmw.L
~
Team
NCC
Over.ill
NorthDakou.Sme ........ 0--0..............2-0
South Dakou. . .............. 0-0 ............ 2-0
Nebraska-Omaha . --······· 0-0............. 2--0
Augu.s1ana ............. 0-0.......... 2-0
NonhOakou.
0-0
.. . 1-0

St.OoudStatt

... 0--0
Nortrerr!Colorado ....... 0--0.
Mankato Slate ........ ........ 0-0............... 1-1
South Dakou. State..
0-0....
. 0--0
Morningside

34, Morningside

13

Nebraska-Omaha 15, Nebraska-Kearney

0-0. ........... .0-2

.,,._,_,__,,,,,

13

NCCSOCCEII
1291 foolbait sckcdr,le9

6/6 Northern

Arizona

33, St. Cloud State

10

-

.9/13SL Clouil State 2S, Mirule50(a-Du]uth
9/20

,.,,

9m

"

- I0/11
10/18

10/25
IVI

SL Cloud State 25, Minoe50la-Duluth. 13

11/8
WIS

at Morning:lide

1:30pm

2pm
Ma11Juuo StaU
Noon
at South Dakota State 1pm
Augustana
Noon
at North Dakota
1pm
at North Dakota State 6pm
South Dalrota .
Noon
atNorthemColorado

Nebnulla-Omaba

Noon

SouthDakcta41,NonhemState 16

Northern lowaJ9,Manka10Sla1c 15
North Dakota 45, Mcx.>rhead Scace 14
Augustana35,SouthwestStatc3
We:slcm Slate 14, Northern Colorado 13

Sooth Dakota State at Nonh Dakota
Nebraska-Omaha at Nonh Dakota State

Game,Saturday &m,lQ
St. Cloud State at Moming,;ide College

NorthemColorJdoa1Aµgustana

. Sou1h Dakota ~I Mank.uo ~tc'

HV31
11/ 1,

Missouri-Stlouis

Quiricy

6p.m.
6p.m.

NCC YOUEYLW.

i92Z5oo:n:scbr4uie
8/30 St. Ck>ud State,3, i. Jc-ph's 2, OT
8/31Sl.CloudStatel3,Bemid/iStO
916 St.Ck>udState 16, UM.QookslonO
9n St. Cloud State l, Minncscta·Duluth I
9/12 St. Cloud Stare 3, Moorhead State 2.
OT

9/14 WlrlOOa State 1, St. CJoudStalCO.
9/20
Truman State
lp.m.
c.cnc,alMisoouriStace l p.m
9/26
atNorthemColor.ido l.p.m.
9/27
at Metro State
lp.m.
9/28
at Regis
lb.m.
10/3
North Dtdwta Stau 4p.m.
10/5
UW-Parkslde
lp.m
10/11
Mankato State
lp.m.
10/24
Lynn
TBA
10/25
• furry
Noon

9n1

1927 Vnfleyhalt kfwluk
8/29PinsburghSmedef.St.Ck>ud Statc,
l S-S,ls-6.lZ.lS,15-12.
8/29 Central Mis.sourPdef. St. Cloud Stale,
lS-2,IS-l,IS- l
8/30 Peru State def. St. Cloud State, lS-3,
lS-7, lS-lO
8/30 Missouri Weslem def. St. Cloud Stale,
15-10,JS-S,8-IS,Is-6
'9/5.6BemidjiSlatelnvk (scoresn/a)
9/12 Bemid/i State def. St. Cloud State, lS9, J S-,, 7-lS, 15-11
9/12 Northern State def. St.CloudSwc, lS12, 15-12, ls-7
9/ 13WayneStatedef. St.Ck>ud5talC, I S11,lS-7, lS-ll
9/13 Minn=-Morris def. St. Cloud Slate,

9/16
9119

13-lS,lS-S,Is-6,IS-S
ac Morningside

9/20
9/23
9126
9/27
10/l

ion
10/10

10.11
10/17
10/18
10/24
10/25
10/31
11/1

11/5

lln,s

11/14
11/15

Nebraska-Omaha
Nortbern Colorado
Southwest State
,,
at North Dakota State
:u North Dakota
atMankamS!ate

at Soo th DakOla
South Dakota Stale
Augustana
atNorthern,Colorack,
al Nebraska-Omaha
North Ddkota

North Dwwta State
Mornlng$ide
Soulb Dakota
Mankato State
Minn-Duluih Im.ice
at Augu.Slana

7p.m
7p.m
7p.m
7p.m,
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
Sp.m
6p.m
5p.m .
5p.m
5p.m.
5p.m. •
7p.m.
TilA

7p.m.
6p.m.

11/21,22

Soo!hl>dkootSiate
NCAA ()-JI Regionals

TBA

IUS-7

NCAAD-UNa~

TBA

Miller connects for two touchdown
strikes cJnd Reitan rushes for 111
yards as Husky offense sparks
against UMD.

ShowYour
A·•• Student
I.DJ
When you show your Student I.D. at
East St Cloud Arby's/Sbarro you receive a:

. - .Medium
Soft Drink!
with the purchase of Sbarro
'All You Can Eat' Special
(11-8 p.m. daily)

, r'\
Arhgs·
c::::::o

sZa""
Lincoln Ave. at Division
fdst St. Cloud

The Husky defense came up with several key plays and stopped two
crucial fourth down conversions by the Bulldogs.
Martin said the key to the afternoon was stopping the Bulldogs running
attack.
·
"For the most part of the game, (UMD) couldn't run on us," Martin said.
''UMD is primarily a runniDg club and we did some good things
defensively to take away their run and forced them to throw the ball."
The Bulldogs would get one big running play late in the game as senior
running back Sam Hardwig would explode•for a 98-yard touchdown run,
but that would be the last score of the game as the Huskies would prevail
25-13.
Offensively, the Huskies were led by Miller's two touchdown strikes.
Senior running back Jerry Reitan had a career best 18 carries for 111 yards
rushing. McKinney and Aanigan led the receiving attack each catching a
touchdown pass.and~ catching four passes for a combined 159 yards.
Defensively, the Huskies had three interceptions and sacked UMD
sophomore quarterback Justin Anderson fou r times. Senior nose guard
Corey Peters led the Huskies with two sacks and nine tackles..
·The victory evens the Huskit!S' record at 1-1 after SCSU dropped their
season opener 33-10 to Division I-AA Northern Arizona University last
Saturday.
The Huskies will begin their first conference game this Saturday in
Sioux City, Iowa when they take on NCC rival Morningside College.
"In the NCC, if you don't play an error free football game, you're not
going to win," Pawlowski said. "It felt good to get the win but we know we
have to keep improving."
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THf AfMOSPHfKE WAS
H£AV'( Wini TRVfHS MD
. fAGTS. PfOPlf 6ATH£RfD

story oy Murtah Miller and Photos

Unive.-sity Chronicle/p

oy Shane Opatz

AT SGSV Al-ID SHARED TH£iR
STORi£S AliD TH£iR MiG£R.. :
Rape, violence, abuse.

These three words have become

quile

familiar in many

wo~n•s· lives. One in three women is 5exuaJ!y assaulted or
raped in her lifetime, according to statistics released by the

U.S. Department of Justice.
At a rally and vigil held on the mall between Atwood
Memorial Center and Stewart Hall on Sept. 11, men and
women of SCSU and also members of the community came

together in protest of violence against women worldwide for
Dfllm Jam Thursday.
The Drum Jam has also been referred to as 'Thursdays in

Black." On Thursdays in different places around the world,
ii.nd also in St. Cloud, people are invited to wear black as a
symbol of strength aiid courage. It also represents the fight

against the violence and suffering that has been inflicted on
victims and their loved ones.
In Argentina,·Australia, South ·Africa, and Israel-Palestine
women are participating in marches of silence and the weario.g
of black sashes - all demanding.justice.
A continuous beating of different drums and percussion
instruments created the atmosphere, while a speaker explained
the rhythm of the drums symbolized the continuing fight
against violence.
According lo a press release distrilx.ited at the rally, in the
U.S. a rape occurs every 1.3 minutes. Every 15 seconds; a From left, J~nior Wade Sherman, Junior Jake Brott and Senior Erin Brannan enjoy "Thursday in Black'' on
woman is battered somewhere in this nation. In addition, the mall In front of Atwood Memorial Center. The crowd used lit candles to unite as they listened to personal
according to the U.S. Attorney General, battering was _the stories, drums and poetry.
leading cause of injury to women in the United States,
Many students and other members of the crowd appeared
exceeding rapes, muggings, and even automobile accidents in recited, testimonies stated, and voices of students and campus
leaders heard from an open microphone. People attending · to be deeply moved by the event. Students were sharing their
1983.
Joe Janish, sophomore, said, ''Guys don't Oced to show held candles while they listened intently and observed opinions with each other, chanting, and speaking their inner
· thoughts from the
force, whether it be to impre$ their lx.iddies or for whatevei moments of silence for vii;:tims and their loved ones.
'This event opened my eyes to how real this problem is microphone.
They
..
reason. It is wrong."
,
and
how
it
needs
to
be
stopped,"
said
Scan
Gaetz,
freshman.
were also encouraged
-Throughout the spiritual beats, p:>ems were read, quotes

Guys don't need to
show force, .
whether it be to
impress their
du.Mies or for
whatever reason
It is wrong.
Joe Janish
SOPHOMORE

to get involved in the chalking of the
sidewalk with statistics related to
crimes and violence.
One "chalk.er," first-year student
Amanda Hesch said, ''It is really
great that there are a lot of guys here
to support women and recognize the
struggle.'-'
People came to the event for
different reasons.
Some atten.ded for personal
reasons, others for school unity, and
others to show that they wanted to
make a difference and help in
stopping the violence.
The "Drum Jain" will be taking

place 8:30 p.m., on Atwood Mall on
Thursday evenings.

Senior Erin Brannan puts the finishing touches on her contribution to the Atwood Mall sidewalks. Students used chalk to write
Everyone is invited to attend and
statistics and personal messages for ''Thursdays in Black." The event is sponsored by SCAR, NOVA, Somos Zapatistas, GLOW, to bring percussion.
and MAVAW. Brannon's chalk message reads: "One in 12 four-year-old girls will be sexually assaulted in their lttetime."
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Where to tune ·t o now?
Story by .Betsy Cahill and Graphics byjonjacobs
Jason Haselbauer of North Scandia said
his first reaction was disbelief over what
happened. He said his second thought was

Revolution radio went off the air almost six
months ago. REV105 became X105, a station
owned by the same company as The Edge. Is
there an alternative?
'
·
experiCnces
station.

It has been nearly six months since

REVI05, an independent radio station in the
Twin Cities, was silenced.

''As far

REVI05, formerly owned by the Cargill
Company, was sold to ABC/Disney, the
company that owns several other local
stations including KQRS, The Edge, and '
now. Xl05.
·
REV105 prided itself on being one of the
few stations to consistently play local music,
support independent labels
and keep its distance
.....
from
industry
politics.
Fonner
REV105 disc
jockey, Thom,
reminisced
about
\•
his

with

the

as the job itself, I loved virtually

radio based on my ability and not any sort of
political game or who I knew,'' he said.

deemed

"Revolution Radio," was abruptly taken off
the airwaves.

working

toti:c:t there are ~ ~ n y
- .
_:· .,he;;iDisne)' has its
other
stations
which
~ ' alternative
= ~lize in alternative

every minute of it. It enabled me to get into

It happened in the spring of 1996, after

almost three years on the air.
This alternative station,

while

lbom also noted the ·relative success of
the station.
"We took three crappy frequencies and
made them financially viable," he explained.
The sudden purchase of the station altered
theplansandfutureof!lEV105.XI05went
on the air and REVI05 was stopped in its
tracks.
•
'The week before the format change we
came up with some really cool new ideas,"
Thom recalled.
He added the sale wasn't such a
big surprise.
"I knew that if we did our jobs
well
enough,
eventually
someone (The Edge or whoever)
would buy us out. It was
inevitable."
When X105 went on air,
the fonnat was changed to hard
rock and the station was
· · ,;
rei;iamed. This left listeners
. ·
scrambling for alternatives

-•~E:J::l-,,._

t\\ 1

./.
/

'
·

;~ 1/1/.

,

.l

, f'

elsewhere ?n the dial_.
Jacquelme
Unck
of
Minneapolis,
a
fonner
REVI05 listener, recalled her

1

' Yt

;::;✓.
-◊ ~/1/.

·<·'?/:ft-✓/.
~
. :~~/:7~ ". le
· ' -~
·.- -:-; '/,~, '/?{
1// / ~

•

•

• •
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•

.

0

•
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it., "None of~ believed

()I · Another

former

listener in Mmneapohs,
Keny Forsyth, reflected
on his first reactmns
I! "
"lwasupset,hkel'dlost
a fnend But more so for the
people that worked there. I
knew it was a done deal
If: though. Finally, I felt
hopeful something similar

•

O•

~

~

reactiontothesituation. .

• "• V.

0 ~•

Q;;

•

,f

~- ai:~~~- ;;~n~~i~:lrai~~g.'~he

"The typical listener will vary depending
on the different programs. So we get a variety
of listeners throughout the day,"

"

;-;,

own
to

~~~~~-The

The University of
Edge, located
Minnesota's Twin Cities
#
-.
at 93.7 on the
campus has a station at 770AM.
FM dial.
KUOM, known as Radio K,
"
Kate Bendell,
also plays an alternative
, _ / Community
Public
fonnat and focuses on
Relations · Director for
independent labels and
KQRS, the Edge, and X 105, said
local music.
that there has definitely been more
When REV I 05
J
listeners.
went off the air,
''The Edge is the only modem
Radio K noticed an
rock station," she explained.
increase
in
the
The new support of the station by
number of listeners,
former REVI05 listeners was also in
while
Michael
.
reactiontothehiringofmanyoftheold
Helgete, program director,
REV105 employees.
said his station never set out
"Several REV employees came to work
to attract forme r REV
for The Edge. Among them was [fonner
listeners.
REV l05 DJ} Brian Oake, this gave the
"We wouldn't change our
station a very REV feel," Bendell
fonnat just because REV went0
explaineded.
off the air," he explained. "Wet·
The Edge's afternoon drive DJ,
certainly are programmed to
Remy Maxwell , noted an increase in
accommodate
our
listeners, as well as a bitterness towards the
listeners in that we
station.
play a lot of
"We have people calling up all the time
requests, so when REV listeners would call and saying we suck, but that's expected at any
and want to hear Soul Coughing we started to radio station," he said.
play more; of what they wanted to hear."
While The Edge occasionally plays
KFAI, Fresh Air Radio, is among local independent labels on its specialty
stations listeners have turned to.
shows, "Under the Edge" and ''The
FreshAirhasbeenservingtheTwinCities Minnesota Modem Rock Hour," most of
area for almost 20 years on two frequencies, the music played . is sanctioned by
90.3 and 106.7 FM. The station's slogan is "a major record companies, acsording_ IQ..
different radio station every hour."
Maxwell.
The station is run mostly by volunteers
'The boss determines the playlist, but we
from the community. It broadcasts in IO take requests into consideration," he said.
different languages, and runs the gamut of
Thom said much of the radio industry and
musical genres.
most chain stations owned by large
"I definitely feel we've had more listeners corporations are just interested in turning a
since then," commented Denise Mayotte, profit. He said Jim Cargill, form.er owner of
General Manager of KFAI. "We certainly REV105, was differeflt and simply wanted to
emphasized programming to address that do was break even.
audience in our advertising, making us an
The Edge has been taking heat by
alternative [to REVI05J."
sponsoring many concerts at First Avenue, a
With a fonnat that she could only describe Minneapolis night club, most' of which
as "eclectic," Mayotte the station's diverse feature artists the station has never played.
programming caused a great turnover rate
during the day.
Go TO REV105, PAGE 20 •
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12 PAIRS OF FRESHLOOK® DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
CLEAR OR COLOR ENHANCERS

Fmiilook $59.96* .,
DISPOSABLE COLOR & CLEAR CO NTACTS

1

' _.

•[7.:~~:.)':~~',-1/q'.~;'j

Includes 4 boxes of Freshlook® Clear or Freshlook® Color Enhancer Disposable C o n t a c t ~ ~'1/
• After mail-in manufacturer's rebate price. Excludes eye exam. Expires 10/31/97.

L-

----------------------------------------- .-------J
For a lot of change or a little change. Freshlook® disposable color or clear contact lenses.
For who you are, even if your vision is perfect. Freshlook Color Enhancers available in blue.
green and aqua. Ask about a FREE TRIAL OFFER. Lim~ one free trial pair per person. May not be
suitabteforaHwearers. Exam fees not inc!uded.

Midwest Vision

EYE EXAMINATIONS AVAILABLE
BY DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY
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Smoke 'em

ifyou got 'em

Story by Jon Rossum and Tabitha ~issemore ♦ Photo by Lukas Johnson
In the past few years, the image of the cigar four- years ago and sell gourmet a variety of countries, mostly in Ce~tral
smoker has changed from a beet:-bellied man COffees. pipes, pipe tobacco and. of course; Am=rica.
The store does no<, howeve,-, carry Cuban
wearing a tank-top, chugging beer and playing cigars.
poker to the chiseled faces of Hollywood's
"When my husband began inve.stigatiJ1g, he cigars, which have been illegal since fonner
leading stars.
had to call Chicago to find numbers of cigar United States President John E Kennedy was in
Several actors, including Arnold distriOOtors," Held said.
office.
"It's not worth getting our ~cense pulled,"
Schwarzenegger, Demi Moore and V ~
They were advised that a city wouJd have to
Williams have been photographed have a population of more than one million Heldsaid
While still considered a delicacy in the cigar
chomping on cigars at events.
people in order to supp:,rt a cigar store. That was
world, Cuban cigars are not sold •in any
This can be anywhere from the latest before so many people started lighting up.
'1be American public is always looking for legitimate tobacco outlet in the United
is.sue of Cigar Aficionado, fearuring actor
Michael Richards (Kramer of NBC's something different." said Held, explaining the States, she explained
"Seinfeld'') to Smoke. These can be purchased reason for good sales.
GW keeps their entire inventory of fine
The Red Carpet. a bar in downtown St cigars in a humidor room, specially constructed
at-any newsstand.
.
Cigars have even made it to the Cloud, is also talcing advantage of the growing to keep the stock fresh.
Internet - web pages)nclude the number of cigar lovers.
· The humidity level is keiX at a strict 69 to 72
Cuban Cigar Pronunciation
According to manager James Martin, the percent. and special paint is used to prevent" any
Guide, the Premium Cigar of •.nightclub currently is installing a humidor · foreign odors from being absorbed by the cigar
the Month Club and various room, which will preserve the cigars.
papers.
According to Held, the store services a
Cigar reviews.
He said it will house at least three different
Cigar smoking is not types of stogies.
diverse group of people.
"Our clientele is split up between
limited to big cities and
Manin said that growing acceptance of cigar
celebrities. Lately, Sll)Oking is one cause of the risin·g college-age kids and the upper class, ranging in
.
ages from 25 to 50," says Held. "A lot of our
everyone seems to tread
be cashing
"People are more tolerant of it now," said customers are also just passing through St
Cloud:'
in on the Martin. ''Especially women"
Tobacco use is not exactly a healthy
trend,
Martin noticed women cigar smokers are
habit Nevertheless, smoking cigars is not
beginning to outnumber the men.
However, before picking up the habit. as dangerous as using olher fonns of
among the cigar smokers' major concerns tobocoo.
"Most people don't inhale cigars," Held
shooklbecost
Sorre hobbies can be expensive, and commented.
Held explained most people can't afford to
enjoying fine tobacco is far from the
exception.
be smoking more than a ccuple of cigars each
including
St. Cloud residents.
GW's prices range from 99 cents for a day.
"Just like anything, moderation is not ,a
GW Coffee & shorter, thin cigar, to $36 for a Dunhill Vintage
problem." Held said. ''It's when it's done in
Tobacco, located at 21 brand smoke.
Wilson Ave. N.E., has more
Included in this inventory are popular import ex~ that it beco~ a problem. Adults
shook! be able to make their own choices.
than 100 different brands of cigars brands such as Fuente, Artuo and MacAnudo.
available for purchase.
The cigars are purchased from licensed Our country was founded on that"
Owners Marilyn and John Held opened GW tobacco wholesalers who import the cigars from

Lose It -- And
Never Find It Again

Un1veM1ry Village Townbomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Learn nutritious
eating habits
©>

©>

Take 1-2 pounds
off each· week
and keep it off
Learn the value
of exercise

Join "Healthy Weighs';
Offered by SCSU Health Services
Thursclays 3-4 p.m., weekly for 8 weeks
Starts Sept. 18 for $15

Register early: 255-4850

Four bedroom townhornes for individual or
groups up lo four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU.
Features Include:
• Hcalc<l Swimming Pool
• Sarni Volleyball Courl
• Free Parking/Oullels
• Heal and Waler Paid
• Phoue/Cal.Jlc each Bedroom
• Ceil it 1g fans in bedroollls
• l\cycd Bcdruo111 Locks
• Microwave/Disliwaslicr
• Nr Cun<liliuning
• Large Slu rag:c Room
• Frusl Free Re frigcr ulo r
• Laundry Facililics ·
• Ve11di11g Machines
• ludivi<lual Leases
• Pleasanl/ Quiel J\lmospherc

Fo1t A3ul.T Housrnc; anrs-Besr- Call 252-2633
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"Economically it makes sense both for The Edge
and [First] Ave. I think i!'d be wise for there to be some
way of informing people that this goes on," Forsyth
explained.
Bendell defended this by saying the station only
does smaJI sponsorship of concerts. Bendell said this
consists of parking a van [near the club entrance] and
handing out knick-knacks.
SCSU has an independant station all its own.

an official motion to deny the sale (which .failed)
arn:I a bunch of .infonnal objections - mostly letter
writing."
•
Urick was a member of ARD in its beginning
phase and atlended the first few meetings. She said they
were disorganized.
"Many of them wanted to bring REV ~ack, and
others wanted to continue local music/community
support. But, they just couldn't decide, so I left," she
·
"Your sound alternative," KVSC, 88. 1 FM, has explained.
been broadcasting for 30 years to St. Cloud and
1bom said he also had doubts something like ARD
surrounding areas.
could ultimately work.
\
'The only reason people got involved in the first
place was anger. Anger is a very difficult emotion to
sus!,ain," he explained.
Urick said she also had doubts a group like ARD
' would make a big difference in the outcome, but she
said she fe lt U!CY were a necessary step.
"ARD needs to quit whining about the REV sale
(which they weren't going to stop lnl.st me - and they
didn't stop it) and start figuring out how to get back on
the air," Forsyth said.
Forsyth said the change of fonnat represents a
change in the status of alternative music. REV 105
wasn't the only station changed to a hard rock fonnat.
KBOB JOO FM - originahy a country music
station - was altered within a month of the REV 105
Remy Maxwell
switch.
EDGE DJ
"Alternative [music] is declining in popularity. lf
you're using that tenn in the No Doubt/Green Day/
Nirvana sense of the word, that stuff is the new Top 40
KVSC is located in the basement of Stewart Hall and it's already getting an industrial and popular
and is run by students and communiiy members. This backlash that goes beyond the REV/Xl05 buyout,"
non-commercial station plays a diverse selection from he explained.
•
a range of musical genres and also features news
According to Urick, most alternative music falls
programs.
among the rock/han:kore/country/fk)p/funk. fonnats.
KVSC is a supporter of Americans for Radio For this reason, she does not think it is declining in
Diversity (ARD), a group fanned after the demise of popularity.
REV105. ARD facilitated !fie signing of petitions and
She said it is just being assimilated into already
even filed lawsuits against ABC/Disney in an attempt to existing fonnats.
halt the sale of REV 105.
"The
new
alternative
is
Forsyth, a lawyer who helped ARD with legal jungle/techno/trance/electronic club music, until that
matters gave his thoughts on the organization.
gets assimilated into top 40 eventually, and so it goes,"
"They [the legal proceedings] mostly involved Forsyth explained.
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You are becoming very, very
(")
· Stewart Hall basement,
C:

...
er
C:

!I>

We have people calling up
all the time and saying
we suck, but that's
expected at a,ry radio
station.

Business Students
Prcfessional Business Fmternity
for Men & Women

Do you want to:
• gain experience
• network
• improve your skills
We can help!

Info. Meetings . . . .

A whole assortment to choose from
Judicial Council Members, f'ee Allocation
Committee, and f'inance Elections
(not stipend positions) Apply in the
Student Government office in Atwood Center
4 p.m. Monday. September 18.

T uesday, Sept. 16
@ 11 a.min BB 322
W ednesday,Sept. 17
@5p.m.inBB315
~
Thursday,Sept. 18
@ 5 p.m. in AMC-Her.bert Itasca Room

FREE PIZZA &POPI!
Phone 255-3499

Delta Sigma Pi

Monday, September 15, 1997

Part-Time
Positions
Available
Telephone Service
Rep res en ta tive
You will experience:
• Great Pay
(up to $10/hr)

• Flexible Hours
• Pleasant Environment
• Development of Your
Communication Skills
If interested or need more
information call Pam Kenning,
· Recruitme~t Manager at:

259-4050
MEYER TELEMARKETING

lJNIVl!R~IlY Chronicle
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Housing

$315. Phone267-3291 or255-1274
(Ni~).

BRIDGEPORT APTS.
subleaser needed $240 month,
great location. Parking available ~
needed,
great
roommates
guaranteed. Arry questions call
Charysse at (715) 273-4109 or
(715) 273-7798.
'

AVAILABLE OCT.1

FREE 1ST MONTH'S RENT
one bdrm:, near bus line, cat OK, 9mon1h ~ase. $390/m (612) 561·
7363
1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser

ne~ded

llNtVERSlTY

Chronicle/22

Policies:

::~t~li~e1=~~~!:e~

• ~ e : Monday· at noon for the Thursday's editi~n and noon Ffiday for

251-1814.

Monday's edition..
·
·
.
,
• Prices: Five (5) wor\fs per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone ~ess ari account has been

MALE TO SHARE 4 BDRM. APT.
new cafPet and paint, heat paid,
campus dose. EPM 251-6005.

established with the University Chronicle.
·
Clas,;ified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
dOOr. Notices are free and run according ,to the amqunt of space
,
close to
heat . paid, •.,
For more infonnation, call Brenda Herubin, Clas,;ifieds Manager, at 255-4086 or 255~it=~r, intercom entry. Call 2164, du~g business hours and ask for classifieds.
·
FEMALES TO SHARE 4 BDRM.

s~~-

$370/month

9/mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
busline, on-site laundry. Hea~ water,
garbage, par1<ing included. Call 6~
1854.

3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3 bdrm. apt. in a hoUSe.
Laundry, no pe1s.. 253-5340.
1 BDRM. EFFECIENCY APT.
a house." Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. Par1<ing 253-5340.

in

HOUSE FOR RENT:
7-bdrm. house across from campus.
Available Sept. 1st. Call Pat 2559585.
PARK SOUTH
apts. 3 and 4 ·bdnn. apt 9 month
leases. All amenities. 4 bchm. $1,89
month. 3 bdrm. $249 with computer
and or st?rage r ~...259- 4259
' NOW AVAILABLE ·
large oclrrn. apt. Very nice. Across
street from campus. $275-$315/mo.
Call 267-3291 or 255-1274.

i

$185/MONTH FOR FALL ''9T'
Single room in large 4-bdnn. apt.
basic cable; OW, micro. On bus ~ne.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.

"FEMALE"
private room in spacious house near
SCSU, heat paid, par1<ing, laundry,
dishwasher. EPM 251-6005.
.. 1 ROOM EFFECIENCY
utilities and cable included. Parking
available. 259-9434. ·
GREAT DEAL!!
Subleaser wanted for apt. Directly
across from car11>us and extremely
nice. Normally, $245/mo., but will
charge on~ $195/month. Call Mike
at 253-3274.
LARGE 2-BDRM. APT.
available immediately. · Free offstreet parking, laundry, micro., newly
remodeled, near Halenbeck Hall.
$440-480/mo. Call Glen, 251-0029,
if no answer, leave message.
1 & 2 BDRM.'APT,
$370-$445/Mo. includes heat,
water, g<:irbage & parking. Located
on bus llne, on-site laundry, miniblinds. Call today 654-8300.

APT,
~- effeciency apt. $300,- plus elec.
SE location. Quiet, noo-smoker, no
parties. Available immedia1e~. 2533679.
.•

HIGH POINT APT.
rent your own room $185Jmonth.
$$$$$$ 485/MONTH $$$$
lrdudes basic cable, DW, m.:ro. -2-bdnn. apt. Sept 97-May 98. Basic
Located on the Metro Bus line, close utilities included. Convenient S.E.
10 campus and downtown. Call 259- location . .On bus Hne. Current~
9673,
have a few left lor Fall. Call today
654-8300.
2 BDRM. APT.i$55t!IMONTH
close to carrpJS, on-site laundry,
$370 -1 BDRM. APT.
large rooms, spacious closet lots of
away from the roommate
cabinets. Heat water, garbage & Get
hassles and get a plaoe of your own.
par1<ing included. 654-8300.
our apts. irdude heat, water, &
garage. You will have your <?Wf1
4 BDRM, APT. $185/MONTH
reserved parking spot, on-site
1 & 2 baths, ind. lease. Heat, water ~undry and conveniently dose to
&_ garbage included, close to campus. 854-8300.
campus. 654-8300.
PRIVATE ROOMS AVAILABLE
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
in ~- house. Close to downtown.
available for mature students in Qu~t. no smoking, all util. irduded.
quiet building. 12 month lease only. $275-$325. Avail. 10/1. Call 255Call 240-9483.
1556.
ROOMS STARTING AT $19MIO.
irdudes washer & dryer,. garbage
removal, water. Located three
bklcks from SCSU. Gall 253-0873 or
612-295-4084. Off-street parking.
AVAILABLE NOW
Si")~ rooms in rooming house. Very
nice house! 1 block to campus.
$125-245 mo. Gall 267-3290or2551274.
'
FEMALE:
to share large 2-bdnn. apt. Great
locaion! Newly remodeled! $289·

$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD.
YOUR APT.
1-, 2-, 3-,. &, 4-bdnm apt Large ,

~1:S

i~=~

more info.

quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 267·
3291 or 255-1274.

WANTED
someooe to sublease at University
Vllllage Townhomes lor the-1997-98
school year. can (218) 681-7121.<
$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$200-summer, $275-fall. Off-street
par1<ing, $15. Call 259-4841.

3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM,
APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 2535340.
1 & 2 BDRM, APTS.

~~f~~~~i~~~. ~u:,.s1~~ts0nl~
Gall for details 240-9483.
TWO-SDRM
in 4-Piex by_ Halen~JCk
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.

.

1 STOP SHOPPING We have several 1·, 2·, 3-& 4-bdrm.
apts. for fall 1997. Several different
floor plans and amenities. If you
need fall 1997 housi~g --WE HAVE
IT!!·· Gall today. We are currently
showing all apartments. Choose ~
size and styka and see n today! Gall
654-8300.
EFAENCIES
1-4 bdnn., Eff. apts. CaU 259-4841, .
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.

4-!IDRM. APT. $29&110.
June, July and August Basic cable
included, micro., OW, A/C, miniblinds, High Porn Apartments. 2599673.
PAIIKSOUTH
apts. 3- and 4-bdnn. apts. 9-mon1h
~ase. Al amennies 4-bdnn. $189
mon1h. 3-bdnn. $249 with computer
and or storage room. Call Pillar
Prop. at 259-4259,
CAMPUS EAST
large lour-bdnns. with two lull baths.
Extra storage. D.W., garages,
security. Heat pd. Results, 2530910.

HOUSE FOR RENT
seven-bdrm. house across from
ca
mp_us.
9585 Available Sept. 1. P~t 255.
1 BDRM.~.
subleaser needed $370/month,9mo. lease. 1 mile lrom campus, on

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
fall quarter, large rooni with ceiling
fan, _walk-in closet, phone, cable
$190/mo. Jessica

(~4~~;~:Y·

- OLYMPIC II
three- to four-bdrrns. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split units· with
STATEVIEW
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,, four-bdrm. units on campus. Two
security, garages, and ports. Heat showers, D.W., micros., security.
paid. Results, 253-0910.
_ Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.

---'-----PRIVATE ROOMS·
in four-bdrm. apts. close to campus
for summer and fall. Includes heat,
DW, micro., A/C, mini ·•blinds,
laundry. Yearly rates . available.
Campus Quarters, 575 7th St. S.
252-9226.
. LARGE EFFICIENCY·APT.
300+ elec. S.E. location. QuieVnonsmoking/no partie_
.::;. Available
immediately 253-3679.

an:""' ...

LARGE SINGLE ROOM ·
with private bathroom and AIC for
~ll~ts~ar;_· the student Utilities included. 706
6th Ave. S. ~-9226.

2 BDRM. APT. $45G' MONTH
12-month lease. Includes heat,
water, & garbage, large rooms,
balcony, on-site laundry, located on
bus line. CaU Sharon 654-8300.
-------'--WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to ·share huge dou~ room for fall

busline, on-site laundry. Heat, water,
garbage, par1<ing included. can 6541854.

4 BD;~:APT.

SUBLET SPECIALS.
large four-bdrm units one block from
_new library site on 4th· Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat paid. Results
Property Management. 253-0910.
SHARED RENTAL
4-bdrm.
townhomes,
pool,
volleyball, by S'CSU. Available immediately, ~52-2633.
MALES

available Oct. 1st or earliest.

acroSS' frOfn Cam'pus"'cin"'~bdrm.
t o W A/C micro Security
~~~ng ·a~;ilabl~, heat included,

b: Ii~;
Gall 259-1500 Jon.

$235/ino. ?40-0679/250-0679.
·

:::=~~ i

=n!'

====================
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TWO-BDRM. APTS.

SPRING BREAK '98

one block from campus. Newly

Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. Info.

remodeled, large bedrooms. 2531154, Select Prop.

Call
1-800-446-8355.
sunbreaks.com

ROOMMATE WANTED
$200 all utilities including phone.
Washer/dryer also. Call after 5:30,
202-8191.

?7 COMMUTING ??
Travel House Motel 253-3338. We
offer
discounted
rates
to
students/Faculty commuting for
classes. Rates Sun-Thurs. single
$24.95 + tax. Must show SCSU t.D.
(av. Falli\Vinter Gltrs.)

WINDSOR WEST
four-bdrm. untts and bi-levels. Two
lull baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
PARK SOUTH
3- and 4-bdrm. apts. 9-month
leases. All amenities. 4-bdrm.
$189/month. 3-bdrrn. $249 with

· computer and or storage room. Pillar
Property Management. 259-4259.
(800)218-9000 Ext. H3883 for
current listings.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
the infinite burning screaming torture
of one's own children in infintte hell
is an infinttely bad moral example. If
the infinite torture of one's children is
perfectly right, then there is nothing
left to be wrong, and all is permitted.
Biblical Jesus Christ is infinitely
immoral. Atheism is true.

For Sale
CAMERAS
Nikon FG and Sigma XQ 123-300M
l~~:e. ~~~n365g_~l~ht SB· 18

~:si,

Ganno1,

CAMERA

www.

SPRING BREAK "98
sell trips, earn cash & go ·tree!!!
Student Travel Services is now
hiring
campus
reps/group
organizers. Lowest rates Jamaica,
Mexico & Florida Call 1-8()(H;484849.

· #1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
raise all the money your group·
needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time
needed. There's no obngation, so
why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x95.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext H-3883 for
currentlistirigs.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext A-3883 for
current listi_ngs.
DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
student packages. 240-2355.
WORKING BAND W/ EQUIP.

b:~;.qgi~nt!~

Pr,e,gr~m-AE-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t
~~ lens, Vivitar flash. Gall 363- Ryan203-8717o~Chris654-6974.

ESCORT LX 1993
45,CKlO miles, excellent condition.
MUST SELL, $5.795. Call 2532519, leave message.
WORD PROCESSOR
like new! Full screen and keyboard,
disks, manuals, paid $290. Asking
$150. Call 203-8083.
HYUNDAI EXCEl 1989
107 miles, good on gas, 5 spd.
MUST SELL, $700 or b/o. .Call 2553542.
1987 NISSAN
$2300. Eoonomk:al. 253-5198.
TOYOTA CAMERY 1991/DX
at., fully loaded, very clean, $5800
or b/o. 203-8417.
QUEEN SIZE WATERBED $100
DON'T SIT ON BEER CASES!
four kitchen chairs $4/each. Good ·
spare furniture 202-1171 , Foster.

SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. (800) 3664786. _http://www.mazexp.com
SPRING BREAK "98
Mazatlan w/ College Tours book
now and save $$ from $389 (Mpls.
Departures) Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties~1-600-395-4896.
WHAT IF f'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 tir.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain ·st., Suite 205, St.
Cloud.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP ,
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson· S.E. special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

Employment
Attention
DISCOVER WHY THE BIRDS
SING
Skydiving Club information meeting,
6 p.m. Wed. Sept. 17, in the
Mississippi Room, Atwood

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000
credit card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up
to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5NISA application. Call 1·800932-0528" ext. 65. Qualified callers
recieve FREE T-SHIRT.

FLEXIBLE EMPLOYMENT
LEARN THE COMMUNICATION
AND COMPUTER SKILLS YOU
WILL NEED TO BE SUCCESSfUL
IN TODAY'S COMPETITIVE
BUSINESS WORLD!
Meyer Telemarketing blends
integrity, work ethic and direct
marketing expertise to ensure
unparalleled results for our clients.
Discover what our experience will
mean for you.
Since 1976, St. Cloud's
Professional Telemarketing

No. 1

Firm Offers:
*Flexible daytime hours between
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
*Flexible evening shifts 4:00 p.m.9:00 p.m.
'Schedule your own shift:;
'Up to 40 hours per Wej!k
·starting wage of $6.00'hr.
'Up to an addttional $3.00-$4.00 per
hour extra in performance bonuses
'Opportunity for growth
*Development of skills for future ·
career opportunities
"Fun, supp0rtive, AND professional
environment
• Paid vacation
•401K plan
To express interest call Pam
Kenning, Recruitment Manager, at
(320) 259-4050.

.. PART· TIME POSTION
DtSTRIBUTfNG ADVERTISING
MATERIALS
no selling involved. AH materials
provided at no charge. 1-800Y OUR - J O B .
www.acmnet.co11Vposteringlyourjob
.him
FLEXIBLE HOURS
part-time pos~ion close to campus
involves shipping, receiving & order
processing. Could lead to full-time
poslion
in
Sales/Marketing.
$5.50/hr. Call 654-8220 or apply @
THREADFAST FASTENERS. 2629
Clearwater Rd,, St. Cloud.
FALL WORK AVAILABLE
$225/week to start. No experience
necessary due to our excellent
training program. All applicants
must be hardworking and able to
_start immediately. Cati 251-0407.
NANNY
responsible, hard worker, (with
piano skills pr,efered) to care for 4
children. Wed. 6:30-9:00 and some
Sat. 1:00-6:00. Call Pegi 252-8469.
EASTERN ORTHODOX
STUDENT AND FACULTY
please call Jim 253-2708.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
plush forests, beach resorts,
randies, rafting comoanies. Up to

Page23
$12/hour. Nation wide openings.
Call (919) 7767 ext. R199.

. HELP WANTED
bartenders, cocktail waitress, and
'dining waitress. Call 393-2191 or
stop in to fill out app. at Whistlers
Bar and Grill, Rice.

887-2152. Walk-ins welcome.

NURSING ASSISTANTS
part lime evenings. Only minutes
away from Campus. Newly revised
salary schedule, experience credit
avai!able, ·paid training provided.
Call Carla at Country Manor Health
Care & REhab Center. (320) 2531920.

·PT. POSTION f\VAILABLE
32 hrs.fwk. Starting wage based . - - = = = = - - upon retail experience. Apply in
FLEXIBLE HOURS
person at :
·Collating/ clerical, ·1·5 p.m. M-F.
The Bridal Outlet
'Bindery, 12 hrs. 1-3,cfays/Wf<.
117 S. 5th Ave (Downtown, *Receptionist, 6:30 a.m. -12:30
St.Cloud). Between 11a.m.- Sp.m. p.m.• M-F
.
Tue"s.-Sat. Close to campus, on *Phone clerks, work 4 hrs/day
Metro bus line.
between 6 a.m.-5 p.m.
*Retail Customer Service, evening
PROFESSIONAL CHECK
and weekend hours.
COLLECTOR
*Data Entry, 5 a.m.-11 a.m. or 1:30
MID MN COLLECTION SE~VICES p.m.· 9:30 p.m. 1-3 days/wk. Or
desired qualities include strong work 4 hrs/day between 7 a.m.-6
verbal and organization skills. Ability p.m.
to solve problems. And excel in Call 253-7430
team enviroment. Base'salary plus Kelty Se!Vices
monthly dollar incentives and 1010W. St. Germain #400
signing bonus. Hrs. (4 p.m. · to 9
St. Cloud. MN 56301
p.m.) M-F, and 3 out of 4 Sat. (8arn12 noon). Apply _in person at Mid
EXTRA INCOME 97
MN Collection Services
earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
1501 Northway Drive ·
travel brochures. For more info.
Suite 200 St. Cloud, MN 56303.
send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Seabreeze Travel,
$1000'5 POSSIBLE TYPING
P.O. Box 0166, Miami, FL
part time. At home. Toll Free (1) 33261.
800-218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.
$1,000's POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
T~I free, (800) 218- 9000 ext R·
earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in 3683 for listings.
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare/
food/lodQing!! Get all the options.
SALES/SERVICE
Call (919) 918-7767, ext. A199.
Mike's Archery Center Inc. FT & PT ·
help wanted. Apply in person: 1646
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Hwy 23 N.E. Suite 2. St. Cloud.
earn to $2000+/mo. plus free
world travel (Europe, Caribbean,
DISTRICT 742 eOMMUNITY
etc.). No exp. necessary.
SCII.OOLS
oom/board: Ring -(919) 918·
is hiring part-time school bus
7767. ext. C199.
drivers for the 1997-98 school year.
Starting wage: $6.56 per hour and
JOBS IN COLORADO
benefits. Variety of routes and
free skiing, use of rec. facil. and hours available. Paid training
more. Seasonal jobs in hskpng, food period. Shuttle service to SCSU
serv., maint., lifeguarding, office, etc. provided. Must be wen organized
at conf. ctr. & family resort. Room & with a good driving record. Calf
board inc. Interviews at downtown 253-9370 or . apply at 628
MPLS YMCA 9/15 & 9/16, (970) Roosevelt Road.
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~Cl11
, t~letio Cit
Swimming Pool, Whirlpool, m==""""""""""""""".....,"'R
Treadmills, S tairma s ters,
Saunas, Personal Trainers,
Nautilus, Nordic Tracks,
Aerobics, Powercize,
Tanning, Raquetball,
Basketball, Water
Aerobics, Free Weights,
Karate Clas ~es,
Computerized Bicycles, and
Wally ball

No Enrollment Fees!!
Close to Campus
Only 7 minutes away, Ample parking
Take Hwy 75 S, tum right on Kuhn Drive

